NOTICE OF MEETING
Adult Social Care, Health and Housing Overview and Scrutiny Panel
Tuesday 15 January 2019, 7.30 pm
Council Chamber - Time Square, Market Street, Bracknell,
RG12 1JD
To:

ADULT SOCIAL CARE, HEALTH AND HOUSING OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY PANEL

Councillor Harrison (Chairman), Councillor Mrs McCracken (Vice-Chairman), Councillors Allen,
Mrs Angell, Dr Hill, Mrs Mattick, Ms Merry, Peacey, Mrs Temperton, Thompson, Tullett and
Virgo
cc:

Substitute Members of the Panel

Councillors G Birch and Finnie
Observer:
Mark Sanders, Healthwatch Bracknell Forest
Non-Voting Co-opted Member:
Dr David Norman, Co-opted Representative

Gill Vickers
Executive Director: Delivery

EMERGENCY EVACUATION INSTRUCTIONS
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If you hear the alarm, leave the building immediately.
Follow the green signs.
Use the stairs not the lifts.
Do not re-enter the building until told to do so.

If you require further information, please contact: Kirstine Berry
Telephone: 01344 354068
Email: kirstine.berry@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Published: 7 January 2019

Adult Social Care, Health and Housing Overview and Scrutiny
Panel
Tuesday 15 January 2019, 7.30 pm
Council Chamber - Time Square, Market Street, Bracknell,
RG12 1JD
Sound recording, photographing, filming and use of social media at meetings which are
held in public are permitted. Those wishing to record proceedings at a meeting are
however advised to contact the Democratic Services Officer named as the contact for
further information on the front of this agenda as early as possible before the start of
the meeting so that any special arrangements can be made.

AGENDA
Page No
1.

Apologies For Absence/Substitute Members
To receive apologies for absence and to note the attendance of any
substitute Members.

2.

Minutes And Matters Arising
To approve as a correct record the minutes of the meeting of the Adult
Social Care, Health and Housing Overview and Scrutiny Panel meeting
held on 11 September 2018.
To review the Actions Log arising from the Minutes, to include an
update on the Task & Finish Groups’ progress and to provide an
update on any issues arising since the last meeting.

3.

Declarations Of Interest And Party Whip
Members are asked to declare any disclosable pecuniary or affected
interests and the nature of that interest, including the existence and
nature of the party whip, in respect of any matter to be considered at
this meeting.
Any Member with a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in a matter should
withdraw from the meeting when the matter is under consideration and
should notify the Democratic Services Officer in attendance that they
are withdrawing as they have such an interest. If the Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest is not entered on the register of Members interests
the Monitoring Officer must be notified of the interest within 28 days.
Any Member with an Affected Interest in a matter must disclose the
interest to the meeting. There is no requirement to withdraw from the
meeting when the interest is only an affected interest, but the
Monitoring Officer should be notified of the interest, if not previously
notified of it, within 28 days of the meeting.

4.

Urgent Items Of Business
Any other items which, pursuant to Section 100B(4)(b) of the Local

5 - 26

Government Act 1972, the Chairman decides are urgent.
5.

Public Participation
To receive submissions from members of the public which have been
submitted in advance in accordance with the Council’s Public
Participation Scheme for Overview and Scrutiny.

6.

Introduction From Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People
Introduction from Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People. An
opportunity to update the Panel and share her vision on her role as
Executive Director for People’s Directorate and to introduce the
leadership team.

7.

Local Transformation Plan (LTP) Children And Young People's
Mental Health And Wellbeing- East Berkshire Update
Janette Fullwood, Head of Children, Young People’s and Families: East
Berkshire Clinical Commissioning Group (East Berks CCG) to provide
an update on the refreshed multi-stakeholder LTP for children and
young people’s mental health and wellbeing and the new governance
arrangements for the delivery of the plan and new outcomes.

8.

27 - 34

Draft Budget 2019/20 Consultation
To consider and comment on the key themes and priorities for Adult
Social Care, Health and Housing as outlined in the Council’s Draft
Budget Proposals for 2019/20.

35 - 74

Panel members are asked to give advance notice to the Chairman of
any questions relating to the Draft Budget Consultation in advance of
the meeting.
9.

Health And Wellbeing Board Alliance Update
Executive Member for Adult Services, Health and Housing to update
the Panel on the Integrated Care System (ICS) Health and Wellbeing
Board Alliance.

10.

Quarter 2 Quarterly Service Report (QSR)
To consider the latest trends, priorities and pressures in terms of
departmental performance as reported in the Quarterly Service Report
for the second quarter of 2018/19 (July 2018 to September 2018)
relating to Adult Social Care, Health and Housing. A current comment
and an overview of the key issues (risk rated red items) relating to the
second quarter will be provided.
Panel members are asked to give advance notice to the Governance
and Scrutiny Team of any questions relating to the Quarterly Service
Report where possible.

11.

Executive Key And Non-Key Decisions

75 - 100

There are currently no items on the Executive Forward Plan relating to
Adult Social Care, Health and Housing.
12.

Date Of Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Adult Social Care, Health and Housing Panel
has been scheduled for 4 February 2019.

Agenda Item 2

ADULT SOCIAL CARE, HEALTH AND
HOUSING OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
PANEL
11 SEPTEMBER 2018
7.30 - 10.00 PM
Present:
Councillors Harrison (Chairman), Mrs McCracken (Vice-Chairman), Allen, Mrs Mattick,
Ms Merry, Peacey and Tullett
Apologies for absence were received from:
Councillors Mrs Angell, Dr Hill, Mrs Temperton, Thompson and Virgo
Dr David Norman, Co-opted Representative
Observer:
Mark Sanders Healthwatch Bracknell Forest
Executive Member:
Councillor D Birch
Also Present:
Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People
Dr Lisa McNally, Strategic Director of Public Health
Mira Haynes, Chief Officer: Adult Social Care
Sir Andrew Morris OBE Hon FRCP, Lead for the Frimley ICS, Frimley Health NHS
Foundation Trust
Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme Lead: Adult Social Care, Health and Housing
24.

Minutes and Matters Arising
RESOLVED that the Minutes of the Adult Social Care, Health and Housing Overview
and Scrutiny Panel held on 24 July 2018 be approved as a correct record, and signed
by the Chairman.
Arising from the Actions Log, Action 1, Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme
Lead: Adult Social Care, Health and Housing provided the Panel with an update.
The Panel were provided with a data set that illustrated the level of detail that could
be provided and the key performance indicators (KPIs) being used to track the effect
of the conversations approach. The Panel were reminded that this reporting system
had only been in place since April 2018 following a systems upgrade and that this
level of detail was not necessarily available prior to this date. The primary indicator
being used was the number of new client contacts per month and the data
represented an overall view of the effect of the conversations approach. The Panel
were advised that the data indicated that the conversations approach was making it
easier for people to contact the Adult Social Care team and more people were being
connected to support earlier with fewer clients going on to require long term care.
The Panel acknowledged that the conversations approach was widely welcomed and
that the effects of the conversations approach were being monitored.
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Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme Lead: Adult Social Care, Health and
Housing further described how across the country demand for health and social care
was spiralling due to a growing and aging population and more complex needs, and
this was putting the entire health and care system under pressure. However, through
the transformation work, Bracknell Forest appeared to be bucking the national trend
and demand for adult social care had gradually been reducing over the last 7 months
although there had been a spike in June 2018. This was mainly due to the seasonal
increase in demand from clients transitioning from Children’s Services to Adult Social
Services. There had also not been the usual spiral in demand during the peak winter
pressure period leading up to January 2018 that had been seen in previous years.
The changes that had been delivered in Adult Social Care over the last 12 months
had appeared to have been received positively and the risk of an increase in
customer complaints had not materialised.
As a result of questions from the Members, Rohan Wardena, Transformation
Programme Lead: Adult Social Care, Health and Housing explained:
 Spikes in demand could now be broadly anticipated because the
management information system that had been developed was extremely
powerful with a high level of granularity which enabled data to be tracked and
analysed at customer level and included indicators to help identify individuals
that might be at higher risk of crisis and would benefit from early intervention.
Not actively managing demand or focusing on prevention could result in a
potential demand pressure £1.5m costs by year end.
 Social care is not free at the point of delivery and a person’s financial situation
is taken into account as part of the care assessment process. 20% of the
overall total cost that was included in the illustration was made up of
contributions from clients. Funded nursing care was part of this percentage.
This proportion had not been benchmarked against neighbouring authorities.
However, in a lot of instances the Council will contribute towards the majority
of a person’s care costs.
 During June 2018 total care costs had spiked but now demand was heading
downwards for long term care clients and £155K of short term interventions
had been made so far this year. The effect of the conversations approach
was that potential long term care services clients were being supported prior
to requiring long term care.
 Breaking down the data to show what the level of financial contribution from
clients was and what the level of cost to the council was as separate elements
of the costs of care; was currently not available, as the new system had only
been in place since January 2018.
Arising from the Actions Log, Action 10, Development of Overview and Scrutiny Work
Programme 2018-19, the Chairman delayed discussion of this item until later in the
meeting.
Arising from the Actions Log, Action 11, Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People
provided an update for the Panel explaining the cause in the discrepancy between
the data in the report and QSR data.
 There had been a discrepancy in the data used to compile the sickness
absence records previously reported in the Quarterly Service Report (QSR).
One reporting period used had been an annual benchmark and one was a
quarterly figure. The data had now been aligned and sickness levels would
now be reported quarterly.
 The Adult Social Care Team had taken on board the Panel’s concerns about
sickness levels and managers and the Human Resources team were
implementing a training programme for absence logging with staff.
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Managers’ ability to manage staff absence was being addressed and the
absence trend was now downwards.
Wellbeing reinforcement was taking place and Public Health were providing
support.
People on multiple contracts had now had their contracts aligned and only
one contract would show for sickness logging purposes.
Sickness data had not been input to the systems correctly and the readjusted
data should demonstrate a reduction in the reported sickness levels.
The core data that was recorded was not inaccurate. The recording periods
were the cause of the discrepancy. The data reported in the QSR was
accurate for the quarter in which it was reported. The other sickness level
data reported was for a period of a year. For the next quarter’s report, the
reporting issues had been addressed and the sickness levels were down.
Even though the sickness levels reported in the current QSR were still high, it
was stressed that the discrepancy in reporting periods was the cause.
All anomalies and cases of inaccuracy had been audited and the sickness
figures were now coming down and the reporting problems had been
addressed.
Small numbers of staff sickness could skew the results.

RESOLVED that the recommendations in the report from the Director of Adult Social
Care, Health and Housing which advises the panel on the outcome of the sensitivity
analysis of the impact of changes in homeless demand and effective prevention
activity be noted.
25.

Declarations of Interest and Party Whip
There were no declarations of interest relating to any items on the agenda, nor any
indication that Members would be participating under the party whip.

26.

Urgent Items of Business
There were no urgent items of business.

27.

Public Participation
No submissions had been made by members of the public under the Council’s Public
Participation Scheme for Overview and Scrutiny.

28.

Sustainability Transformation Partnership (STP) to Integrated Care System
(ICS) Update
The Chairman welcomed Sir Andrew Morris OBE Hon FRCP, Lead for the Frimley
ICS who provided an update to the Panel on the progress of the Frimley
Sustainability Transformation Partnership (STP) move to the Integrated Care System
(ICS) and the progress over the last couple of months.
The Panel were provided with the Frimley Health and Care System Plan On A Page
and an update on the highlights of the transformation initiatives:
It was explained that the ICS isn’t an organisation. It is a collection of partners who
buy into what and how we want health and social care services delivered, glued
together by a memorandum of understanding.
Bracknell was within Frimley’s ICS which was one of the most advanced in the
country and had leading edge care.
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Prevention and Self Care:
 Bracknell provided residents with a roadmap to help themselves.
 Work was pushing ahead on the transition from the Sustainability
Transformation Partnership (STP) to the Integrated Care System (ICS)
 Health services only had a 20% to 25% impact on health. Housing and
education have the biggest impact.
 The Frimley ICS was working with West Berkshire and Heartlands ICS’s to
pull together a series of data down to ward level on the health of the
population, which could be scaled up and down. This would help decision
making. Hot spots could be identified in localities to give a granular make-up
of the population and how best to meet their needs. For example: Slough
might come out as the worst performer for health outcomes if compared to
Surrey Heath, and the challenge would be to identify how to get Slough to
meet the Surrey Heath standards of life expectancy. John Lyle, Joint SRO
A&E Delivery Board was leading this work on a 2 day a week basis with help
from NHS Digital and NHS England.
 Thought needed to be given to how we want people in their 80s and 90s to
live.
 Generally men die before women. Consideration should be given to how we
want lone elderly females to live.
 Local authorities could play a big part in the provision of lifestyle for older
adults. For example: Windsor wanted to map what sort of capacity would be
required if older people wanted to sell their homes and move into
accommodation that would be suitable for the elderly. Currently their options
would be limited. Mapping would provide the information necessary for
planning for this scenario.
 At this stage, options for Local Authorities were often limited but they would
need to link health with housing and education to decide and influence
investment for the future.
Integrated Care Decision Making
 Progress was being made on the integrated care team. It was hoped it would
be rolled over to East Berkshire to provide more care in people’s homes. It
would require investment but the principle of keeping people out of hospital
was agreed.
GP Transformation
 The intention to provide an 8 to 8 service was moving on to Saturdays and
Sundays as an alternative to using urgent care at hospital.
 GPs were under great pressure trying to put more resources in to practices
such as physios, pharmacy and paramedics. Around 30% of all GP
consultations were not necessary and contact with another professional would
be appropriate.
 E-consult pilots were in process. These gave patients the opportunity to
describe what was wrong within a fixed number of characters which was
submitted to the GP. The GP responded within 24 hours and signposted the
patient to a GP appointment slot or the most appropriate practitioner.
 Where E-consult had been rolled out the GPs could use their time better.
 E-consult was being trialed in East Berkshire.
 In East London E-consult had released more time for GPs to focus on those
patients who were more in need to support them better.
Supporting the Workforce:
 Workforce redesign. Apprenticeships were still not being levered on the scale
that they needed to be. There were not enough doctors, nurses or
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paramedics coming through. Discussions with universities had taken place to
formalise the Health and Social Care Programmes on a contract where the
employer supported their employment to make them a registered practitioner.
The ICS was keen on developing the ‘passport’ which allowed workers to
move around the system. If this was not developed there would not be
enough people.

Care and Support
 Lots of progress had been made on social prescribing and this has had a
positive impact in Bracknell.
 The Heathlands project was within the Bracknell Forest ‘patch’ and would
make a big difference for people with dementia and provide more capacity.
 £31m capital was being invested into ICS capital schemes of which
Heathlands was one.
Reducing Clinical Variation
 £7.5m was being invested to connect systems across Oxford, Frimley and
Heartlands to share patient records. This was the third geography to be
funded and all health databases would be brought together as one and
everyone in health and social care would be able to view interconnected
patient records. This would reduce duplication of effort and generate
efficiencies. It was an ambitious project but the technology existed to make it
happen.
In Addition:
 Decisions needed to be taken on the location of hubs. There was an
engagement exercise with the public on urgent care in order to establish
where the capacity should be.
 The ICS was going for Self Assurance which is a ‘badge’ from the NHS and
the application for this was being progressed.
 The summer had generated more demands on health services due to it being
unusually hot. With winter approaching it was implementation that would be
important and that was the challenge.
Following questions and discussion by Members of the Panel, it was explained:
 Silo working, engagement and buy-in to the ICS and resistance to change
across all teams was an issue that was constantly being worked on. The ICS
was a coalition of the willing and some resistance to the process was
inevitable but was being tackled. In order to overcome scepticism, evidence
of real change was used to demonstrate the effects of the new approach.
Work would continue to ‘get people on side.’
 In order to have GPs only see those patients who need to see them, the
challenge was to change the behaviour of the public. Generally, the public
only know GPs and Accident & Emergency (A&E). If teams were integrated,
public thought needs to be changed with the provision of good, clear
information and proof of things working. Surrey Heath patient feedback had
been good with patients being able to stay at home and have visits and avoid
having to go to A&E. Once this type of good news story gets round behaviour
would change.
 Frimley ICS was one of the 10 leading ICSs in the UK.
 This year, Frimley were working to a financial bottom line. If Frimley Health
Trust overspent, another health organisation had to underspend as they are
working to the control total. Some ICSs have refused to progress because of
the control total issue. All partners in an ICS get money, all have to work to
an aggregate position. Frimley Heath Trust was struggling to make its
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savings plan and someone else would have to offset this spend of
underachievement. No one could be compelled to generate savings to offset
an over-spend somewhere else in the footprint though.
Last year, Surrey Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) overcommitted by
£2m or £3m which had to be offset by other CCGs. So far, the situation was
OK in the Frimley ICS.
Patients were directed to the correct point of care by the GP who made one
call to a multidisciplinary team. These multidisciplinary teams met once a
week to talk and take over people’s care. This process made it attractive to
GPs who only had to make one call and had been in place for a couple of
years now in Bracknell.
Long stay patients, (those who are in hospital for 21 days or more) often with
mental health and addiction issues were being targeted. It was hoped to
reduce them by 50% with all parties working to produce a reduction. There
were genuine issues around the capacity for mental health patients and
appropriateness of placements was an issue, but this was unlikely to change
in the near future. Most patients came back out into community, a few moved
on to specialist care, but this was only a handful of people every 2 to 3
months.

ACTION: Sir Andrew to raise the issue of patient stays at 120 days in Frimley as
reported by one Member with Fiona Slevin-Brown, Chief Executive of Frimley
Healthcare Trust and discuss they cycle of mental health and addiction issues
and their implications for long tem hospital stays.













The £7.5m investment in shared patient records included the Royal Berkshire
Hospital.
There are 500 GPs across the Frimley ICS footprint. Shared records would
contribute to patients only having to tell their story once.
All health and social care in Berkshire bought into the Berkshire
interoperability project 2or 3 years ago to share care records. It now included
patients who go outside of the Berkshire borders, spreading outwards so that
patient records could be accessed by neighbouring service providers. The
initial project was to localise records and then grow outwards. Information
governance was still an issue and needed to be worked through.
Patients already thought their records were shared.
Technology had moved on in the last 15 years since the last failed attempt at
records sharing, and now existed to make it possible.
The Health and Wellbeing Board Alliance (HWBA) is made up of the Chairs of
the Health and Wellbeing Boards (HWB). The HWBA met monthly and had
good input from local authorities and wanted to do the right thing by the
people they serve. Local authorities brought a healthy perspective, could
bring people together and improve the quality of life for all the residents they
serve. The HWB chairs held the ICS to account and there was not a problem
responding to any issues anyone had.
Councillors have reach and access into localities where they could challenge
inequality. Areas of deprivation for example, should be challenged with the
ICS.
Poor quality housing, quality of the estate, homelessness and socioeconomic
factors affected health and wealth and affected people’s quality of life. Nice
environments promoted health and wellbeing. Local Authorities had it in their
gift to facilitate positive living environments such as the new Town Centre in
Bracknell.
The mapping exercise would help to overlay housing and education data
across all of East Berkshire. The granular population health management
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programme would contribute to the work being done by John Lyle, Joint SRO
A&E Delivery Board.
The CQC was looking at inspecting systems. Integrating care was hugely
important and challenging but politicians wouldn’t do anything with health to
push something through without a healthy majority in Parliament. Until then
the health service would continue to work on a system basis. Legislation was
possible to overcome some of the integration challenges but not until 2022. It
would be down to local ICSs to work together. This was an opportunity to
shape the changes. Heathlands was a good example of health and social
care coming together to solve a problem, and there was lots of potential for
further work together.
Care in the NHS is free at the point of delivery but is means tested in social
care. It was unlikely the green paper would change this as this issue was
difficult to resolve. This issue would come back to the ICS on how they work
together.
Bracknell had some unique contextual demographic issues around housing
which were hidden. Affordability causing homelessness was hidden. Child
and Adult social care service were joined and aligned. We could be leaders in
the system as we look at all residents. Population health management were
deeply evolved, but work on the ICS children’s work was not as well
developed.
The funding arena for local authorities for the next 2 to 3 years looked
challenging and there was a question over where the balance in funding
would come from. Local authorities faced a big social challenge, the nation
had to face Brexit challenges which may affect the economy and if the
economy struggled this would affect the public sector.

The Chairman observed that new legislation is not necessarily required, just the will
to accomplish things and honest discussion.
The Chairman thanked Sir Andrew for attending the meeting and his valuable
contribution.
29.

The Help Yourself Portal
Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme Lead: Adult Social Care, Health and
Housing presented information and gave a live demonstration of the Help Yourself
digital marketplace portal to the Panel. He spoke about the protection available for
buying services outside of Bracknell Forest monitored and quality assured services.
Members were given the opportunity to view the portal on the screens in the Council
Chamber or to interact with the portal using their own laptops and were guided to the
landing page by typing “Bracknell Forest Help Yourself” into the Google search bar.
Alternatively the URL is www.helpyourself.bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme Lead: Adult Social Care, Health and
Housing provided the Panel with some background information to the Help Yourself
Portal.
The vision had been to set up a digital platform that would:
 Help connect people to their communities.
 Enable people to stay healthy for longer.
 Enable people to be well informed and feel supported to stay independent.
 Be a useful resource for everyone to use.
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It was explained that the portal helped to connect people to a wider range of care and
support options, giving them more:
 Choice and control over their care.
 Supporting greater independence.
Focussing on people helped them makes the best use of collective assets.
Specifically within Bracknell, it was explained that the care market was fragile with
fewer providers than in other areas and less provision to meet demand. Bracknell
does not enjoy the same level of price competition and full employment making it
difficult to attract people into the care sector which was a factor in driving up the cost
of care. These factors forced the Adult Social Care team to consider a wider range of
options through the use of personal care budget direct payments rather than
traditionally commissioned services.
There had been an increase in the number of people taking up the direct payment
option from 29% now to 47% which equated to 333 people, over a short period of
time.
The digital market place was not a completely new idea. Previously there was i-Hub
but this hadn’t been used.
The main objectives for the Help Yourself Portal were that it should be:
 A replacement for i-Hub
 An easy to use single source of information for everyone
 A marketplace platform to connect people to a wider range of support options
 A free resource for local organisations to promote what they do
 A resource for staff and partners to use to help connect people to activities,
services and useful information
 Provide online tools to help people plan and make positive changes to their
lives
 Provide information to help make informed choices and stay safe
 Organisations should own their own content
The Help Yourself Portal had been operational since Nov 2017.
When it was launched it had limited promotion and was to support the new
conversations approach.
The portal had developed over time as a result of agile working.
On average now for 6 months there were:
 600 visits a week of which 400+ were unique visitors.
 33% came back within a week.
 94% of users were external (not Council) users.
 Requests for support could be drop-boxed and there were a couple of
requests per week.
 The portal was getting used, and it is valued.
Members were then given a live demonstration overview of the main features of the
portal:
For clients, the use of the portal was the start of a journey.
The Help Yourself Portal was deliberately not branded Bracknell Forest Council . It
was a community resource and as such did not need to be overtly Council branded.
The main features were designed to help people to find what they need. There is (a):
 Create an account function.
 Range of tools to guide people to information.
 Range of information and advice, helping people to connect.
 Wellbeing planning tool to make changes to their lives.
 Search function.
 Print function.
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Location map display where clients could find things near to them.
Shortlists could be created.
The portal featured products and equipment.
Clients could connect to organisations that can provide equipment to buy.
Practitioners working and supporting people could identify a range of options.
create a brochure, email it and print it off.
Information on providers where clients could see the latest CQC ratings.
Price information for comparative shopping.
Clients could register a personal assistant to support them.
The portal provided information that could be used to provide bulletins to
feedback to providers with information that could be used to add to their
services.
Filters to tailor content delivered.
Keyword search.
Postcode search.
Community maps.
Client type support for a condition or disability.
It pulls in public health work and initiatives such as get active, get learning.
SMS text facility which sends the chosen organisation’s contact card.
Email and print off information.

Going forwards, the ambitions for the portal feature developments are that it could:
 Become a marketplace that supports end to end transactions
 Host jobs.
 Host volunteer networks.
 Enable people to book and pay for activities.
 Provide information and advice.
 There was a suite of ‘Tips’ guides being built.
 There was potential for this to be a product in its own right in other
organisations
In order for people to stay safe online using this site, the ‘staying safe online’ prompt
always appeared on the main landing page.
The Wellbeing planner tool was being used. There was a steady stream of use. The
voluntary sector organisations liked this light touch tool to guide people to content
however, it was not just adult social care that was covered. All of the determinants
mentioned by Sir Andrew Morris were covered such as housing, transport, leisure,
learning, work, training and volunteering, money and benefits and more.
Following Members’ questions, Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme Lead:
Adult Social Care, Health and Housing clarified:
 Anyone could log on to the portal. Organisations could post a local service by
setting up an account.
 The portal was not a curated site and was not stringently managed but there
was a watching brief on this position
 The portal was the first generation iteration of this platform and would
continue to be developed to account for people with sight issues. The portal
was not intended to be a sole source of support to people with additional
needs and people requiring additional support would be assisted by
community connectors and social prescribers working with them, connecting
them to the things that would enable them to be more independent and get on
with their lives. The portal was not intended to replace face to face or
telephone connections.
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If there was a problem with content on the site, it could be taken down from
public view although there wasn’t a heavy handed process.
There was a reference group set up to monitor the site. This group should
determine how problems are handled, but it was not intended to be too
prescriptive.

It was observed that there was no information about the community connectors on
the portal. Rohan Wardena, Transformation Programme Lead: Adult Social Care,
Health and Housing agreed that this should be included.
The Chairman acknowledged that the portal was a fantastic resource and an
interactive support that enabled people to use technology such as tablets in a
collaborative way.
Members commented that it was a very valuable resource that made provision for a
wider range of activities for disabled children etc.
30.

Quarterly Service Report (QSR)
The Chairman highlighted an error in the Quarterly Service Report (QSR) for Quarter
One 2018/19 for Adult Social Care, Health and Housing on page three of the report
(page 27 of the agenda.) First paragraph, seventh line down, the figure quoted is
£478 overspend. This should be £478K overspend.
Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People confirmed that no questions about the
QSR had been submitted in advance of the meeting and provided some further
information relating to the QSR.
 The overspend of 478K was down to 4 clients who required complex
packages however the trend over time was downwards in the right direction.
 The area of good performance was highlighted relating to the public health
indicators and the successful bid to the LGA Digital Innovation Programme.
 Sickness levels had already been clarified during the meeting.
A recent transformation programme update showed current RAG ratings.
In response to questions from the Panel, Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People
advised that she could provide a detailed picture of trend over time when the savings
plans had been revisited.
Demand led services could be skewed by small numbers of people, the new data
would provide a better indicator.
Nikki Edwards, Executive Director: People suggested that she could bring the tool to
demonstrate at the next meeting and confirmed that the new dashboard approach
work was under way.

31.

Executive Forward Plan
Members were advised by Councillor Dale Birch, Executive Member: Adult Social
Care, Health and Housing that
 A new Chairman of the Joint Safeguarding Panel was appointed last week
and the Joint Safeguarding Adults Board was developing from there.
 The Community Centre and Health Care Hub at Blue Mountain had been
through the Portfolio review Group (PRG)
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32.

Development of Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme 2018-19
Arising from the Actions Log, Action 10, Development of Overview and Scrutiny
Work, the Panel discussed the Development of the Overview and Scrutiny Work
Programme 2018/19:
The Chairman referred to the legal advice from Simon Bull, Assistant Borough
Solicitor, which was circulated by email on 4 September 2018 to Members, Substitute
Members, and Co-opted Members of the Adult Social Care, Health and Housing
Overview and Scrutiny Panel by Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny Coordinator, providing clarification about what information can be accessed by
Councillors.
Three Members of the panel planned to attend the Centre for Public Scrutiny
“National Health Scrutiny and Assurance Conference” on Friday 14 September. It
was recognised that Frimley ICS was one of the leading ICS’s at the moment and so
was still developing. Benchmarking what other local authorities do to scrutinise
health may not be beneficial as Frimley ICS was leading the way and breaking new
ground. It was hoped that some insights for scrutiny could be taken from the
conference.
Other suggestions were made to develop the work programme:
 Interface with Bracknell Forest Healthwatch to obtain the facts and figures for
scrutiny. Healthwatch could provide guidance on what to look for from health
providers.
 Interrogate the ICS when things go wrong to establish why things had failed
and to call in parts of the system.
 Maintaining a focus was recommended. Identification of a single issue to be
investigated. There are only 5 or 6 months left until Borough Councillor
elections to realistically achieve anything for the work programme. The work
should have a strong focus, be undertaken quickly and effectively and make
strong recommendations.
 Mental Health could be scrutinised.
Nikki Edwards Executive Director: People clarified a suggestion that bespoke QSR’s
and KPIs could be created. It was explained that the contents of the QSRs were
scorecards that were directed by the requirement to provide statutory information to
be reported against to Government. If new KPIs and QSRs were created, officer time
capacity would be required to support and maintain them.
It was suggested that members could use the unique positions they were in as
Councillors to identify and focus on the issues that were troubling residents for
scrutiny.
Members agreed that “GP surgeries” was the issue that residents routinely highlight
and the inability to get appointments. There was discussion about the work that had
been done previously and the impact of the report on GP capacity in 2016.
It was observed that there are parts of the system that have not improved in the last
few years and were persistently getting worse in relation to GP capacity.
It was clarified that the current task and finish group working with GP surgeries was
working to establish best practice data and capacity issues were not within its scope.
It was suggested that, as a number of panel members had provided apologies for the
meeting, that making a decision on the work programme was probably not
appropriate and that the subject should be revisited again after the CfPS conference
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on 14 September where what was learnt could be consolidated and interpreted for
any possible insights.
The Chairman gave thanks to Mira Haynes, Chief Officer: Adult Social Care for her
excellent support as an officer over the years and wished her all of the very best for
the future.
33.

Date of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting will be 6 November 2018 at 19.30

CHAIRMAN
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Actions Log
Adult Social Care, Health & Housing Overview and Scrutiny Panel
From Minutes of Meetings of 5 June, 24 July and 11 Sept 2018
Key: Grey = Action Complete
Action/Information Request
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ACTION 4
Carried Forward from the Minutes of 27
March 2018 and 5 June)
Item 92. Conversations approach.
It was also suggested that motivational
questioning, the technique behind the
conversations approach, could be offered
to all members as part of the member
development programme to support their
work with residents.
Action 6 (Carried forwards from 5 June)
Item 8. Quarterly Service Report (QSR)
During the Director of Public Health’s
update it was observed that the success
of getting people with complex needs out
of hospital back into the community
setting was costing the Council money but
it was clarified that the intermediate care
service was funded jointly with the CCG
and the local authority. It was stated that
the focus should be that hospital was not
the right place for residents who were
medically fit.

Response
Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny Co-ordinator confirmed that Motivational Interviewing
training was provided for Members on Friday 14 December 2018 at the Bracknell Open Learning
Centre.
This action is now complete.

1

Action/Information Request
Members of the panel requested further
forecasting information on demand. Lisa
McNally Director of Public Health,
confirmed that this was possible using
POPPI and housing data to produce a
statistical model to show where costs and
demand might go to give an idea of
trends.
Following on from this action point
above……
Mira Haynes, Chief Officer Adult Social
Care also agreed to share data Adult
Social Care are working on.

Response

On 11 July 2018 Melanie O’Rourke, Head of Adult Community Team advised that the Joint
Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) is the key source of data used by the Adult Social Care team
to source demographic and profiling information. As part of the Adult Social Care, Health and
Housing (ASCH&H) 2018-19 Transformation Programme, the team will be looking at demand
planning and forecasting and are currently validating the data on a case by case basis.
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On 7 January 2019 Melanie O’Rourke, Assistant Director Adult Social Care Operations advised
that initial validation of a sample of data over the winter period identified stress period 2017/18 did
not identify any particular spike in activity. Similarly, so far this winter we have not seen a spike
although we need to be mindful that the winter ‘stress period’ does extend to the end of March
2019.
As present Central Management Team (CMT) are carrying out a prioritisation exercise across all
transformation programmes across the Council using portfolio methodology based on value,
lifetime, resourcing and health. The focus is on projects where we have mature data and
agreement in confidence levels. This piece of work remains in the project portfolio and how this is
taken forward and what priority it is given is subject to CMT discussions.
Action 7 (Carried forwards from 5 June)
Item 8. Quarterly Service Report (QSR)
Work still needed to be done to extend
access and points of contact and the
Director advised that Local Government
Association (LGA) funding had been
applied for to provide kiosks in shopping

On 3 January 2019 Lisa McNally, Strategic Director of Public Health advised that the Public Health
team submitted a bid to the LGA’s Digital Innovation Scheme for funding to provide a number of
interactive digital kiosks that could be placed in public spaces and offer residents information on the
community groups and projects happening in their area. Following a series of applications and
presentations the Public Health team were successful in their bid and have received an award of
2
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Action/Information Request

Response

centres and community centres were
being considered and a children’s health
and wellbeing website was currently in
development.

£50k to implement and evaluate the kiosk project. The announcement was made at the recent
National Children and Adult Services Conference by the Minister of State for Care,
Caroline Dinenage. Cllr Dale Birch, Executive Member for Adult Services, Health and Housing,
presented an overview of the project to delegates at the conference along with Lisa McNally,
Strategic Director of Public Health and Daniel Green, Head of Business intelligence. The
implementation of the project is on schedule and the interactive kiosks will be in place by the end of
January 2019.

The director of Public Health agreed the
work of Public Health including strategic
targets should be included in future drafts
of the Council Plan and was interested to
know what Members wanted to see
delivered.

No feedback on strategic targets had been received.

Action 9 (Carried forwards from 5 June)
Item 10. Development of Overview and
Scrutiny Work programme.
It was agreed that the current task and
finish groups, The Primary Care Patient
Experience Task and Finish Group and
the Housing Strategy and Supply Task
and Finish Group should be included in
the next work programme.

This Action is now complete.



Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny Co-ordinator and the Housing Strategy and Supply
Task and Finish group lead Member are working closely to review the group’s output and
focus objectives.



On 18 December 2018 Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny Co-ordinator advised that
the Primary Care Patient Experience Task and Finish Group concluded its face-to-face visits
to surgeries to collect best practice data in October 2018. The next phase of the working
group is to analyse the qualitative data obtained for key themes. The Lead Member is
working with the Head of Business Intelligence to identify key themes arising from the
qualitative analysis and agree the next steps.

3

Action/Information Request
Action 10 (Carried forwards from 5
June)
Item 10. Development of Overview and
Scrutiny Work programme.
To develop the work programme further at
a facilitated workshop which
should be organised before the next
scheduled meeting of the Panel.
o That the facilitated workshop would
consider how to include the
Integrated Care System in the work
programme.
o That the facilitated workshop should
also consider what development
requirements the Panel had.
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Action 14. (from 24 July meeting)
Item 20. Healthwatch Bracknell Forest
Annual Report 2017-2018
Members to raise awareness amongst
residents about the need to opt in to
Healthwatch if they wished to continue
receiving updates.

Response
A workshop was held for Members, Substitute Members and Co-opted members of the Adult Social
Care, Health and Housing Overview and Scrutiny Panel on 6 November 2018.The objectives for the
meeting were to:
 Understand how the current planning process works
 How the plan for items for consideration by the Panel is currently generated and how this
feeds into the work programme.
 How this process can be improved.
Arising from the workshop, a number of recommendations were made and were circulated via email
on 5 December 2018 to the Members, Substitute Members and Co-opted members of the Adult
Social Care Health and Housing Panel by Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny Co-ordinator in
the form of meeting notes for comments and suggestions.
No responses have been received.

Action awaiting an update.

4

Issues Arising Since the Last Meeting on 11 September 2018
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Issue Arising

Action taken

Online Discussion Forum
The start of the month, 01 September 2018, saw a change to the CCG’s
prescribing policy with GP surgeries across East Berkshire no longer prescribing
a range of OTC medicines, vitamins and minerals associated with short term
conditions and minor ailments.
The change followed a national consultation and subsequent NHS England
guidance which recommended that OTC medicines associated with minor,
short-term conditions, which could either get better by themselves, or could
be self-treated by an individual, should no longer be made available on NHS
prescription.

On 20 September 2018 Kirstine Berry, Governance and
Scrutiny Co-ordinator circulated an email from East Berkshire
CCG to Members, Substitute Members and Co-opted
Members of the Adult Social Care, Health and Housing
Overview and Scrutiny Panel advising them of the date and
timings of the forums and providing them with the FAQs
(hyperlink within the email) and list of products (hyperlink
within the email) that will no longer be prescribed.

The CCG held two discussion forums on line for residents to answer residents’
concerns or questions following the recent change in GPs prescribing over the
counter (OTC) medicines for short term conditions or minor aliments with the
local NHS.
The forums both took place on Wednesday 26 September – one during the day
(between 12-1pm) and the other later than evening (7pm-8pm) for which people
could register.

Update on the development of On the Day Urgent Care in East Berkshire
1

On 16 October 2018 Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny

Issue Arising

Action taken

on behalf of Dr Andy Brooks, Clinical Chief Officer East Berkshire Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG)

Co-ordinator circulated an email to Members, Substitute
Members and Co-opted Members of the Adult Social Care,
Health and Housing Overview and Scrutiny Panel on behalf
of Dr Andy Brooks, Clinical Chief Officer of the East Berkshire
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) which provided an
update on the development of On the Day Urgent Care in
East Berkshire and outlined the process and timelines to
identify potential options for future care and consultation on
these if needed.

“The Big Conversation”
A fifth Bulletin supplied by the East Berkshire CCG
Over 2,300 people had been reached as part of the ‘Big Conversation’ on
urgent care

On 22 October 2018 Kirstine Berry, Governance and Scrutiny
Co-ordinator circulated the fifth bulletin “The Big Conversation
About Urgent Care – Where Are We Now?” to Members,
Substitute Members, Co-opted Members and Colleagues of
the Adult Social Care, Health and Housing Overview and
Scrutiny Panel.
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Local NHS commissioners in East Berkshire had reached out to over 2,300
people as part of its ‘Big Conversation’ to understand local peoples experiences
of urgent care* and what mattered to them.
The ‘Big Conversation’ took place between 21 May – 6 August 2018 and
included a series of public meetings across Slough, Windsor, Maidenhead,
Ascot and Bracknell; visits to community groups, online discussion forums and
an online survey.
Dr Andy Brooks, Clinical Chief Officer for East Berkshire CCG, said: “Firstly I
would like to thank the public, partners and our stakeholders for their continued
support and contributions to date. This has proved significant in the way that we
move forward to the next stage, which at present involves us developing models
for the future taking into account what we have heard already, and engaging
with local lead councillors and local authorities.
“The majority of people have told us they want to see their GP first if they had an
urgent care need, and that we need to think about primary care and community
2

Issue Arising

Action taken

services as part of our ongoing work.
He added: “As part of our on-going assurance process around the ‘Big
Conversation’ and our next steps, we have met with regional NHS England
colleagues who have scrutinised our progress so far. I am delighted to report
that they have given us very positive feedback and are assured as to our
approach and the actions taken to date.
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“They have however advised us to extend our original timelines to allow
additional time to model the options as well as continued engagement of all
stakeholders once the options and modelling has been completed. The extra
time will also allow general practice plans to be fully taken into account in line
with feedback from the ‘Big Conversation’. Other areas of work currently taking
place across the system, for example the estates strategy can also be
accounted for in the potential service models.
“Feedback from our NHS England colleagues is supported by the CCG’s
Governing Body which met last week.”
The following timelines and key decision making milestones had been agreed:
·
October 2018 – May 2019: CCG to develop models for the future taking
into account what they had heard already, and engaging with local lead
councillors and local authorities
·
15 May 2019: Governing Body (GB) decision regarding the shortlist of
models and to decide whether consultation was needed
·
16 May – 11 July: Consultation (if required depending on options)
·
11 July – August: Recommendation paper write up to present to GB
·
14 September: GB decision on service model
Orthodontic services in NHS England South East (Thames Valley)
A stakeholder letter that provided an update on the procurement of orthodontic
services in the Thames Valley and detailed the new contracts that had been
commissioned from 1 April 2019.

The stakeholder letter advised that the new contracts will provide improved
3

On 20 December 2018 Kirstine Berry, Governance and
Scrutiny Co-ordinator, circulated the stakeholder letter from
NHS England South (Hampshire and Thames Valley) dated
14 December 2018 via email to Members, Substitute
Members, Co-opted Members and Colleagues of the Adult
Social Care, Health and Housing Overview and Scrutiny

Issue Arising
services for patients for example, under the new contracts practices will now
have to provide 30% of appointments outside of school hours which may
include after-school, at weekends and during school holidays.
The stakeholder letter detailed that the providers in the Thames Valley area
from April 2019 are:

24
Details of the contract award notices can also be found on the TED (Tenders
Electronic Daily) supplement to Official Journal of the EU (OJEU)
4

Action taken
Panel.

Issue Arising

Action taken

http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:5333062018:HTML:EN:HTML&tabId=1&tabLang=en
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Local Transformation Plan (LTP)
CYP Mental Health and Wellbeing – East Berkshire
Janette Fullwood, Head of Children, Young People’s and Families
27

Agenda Item 7

Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

Background
• National Strategy - Future In Mind published 2015
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– Sets out how local services will invest resources to improve
children and young people’s mental health across the “whole
system”.
– Remove ‘tiers’
– Early intervention
– Transformational change

• East Berkshire’s first Local Transformation Plan was
published in Oct 2016 with nine strategic priorities
• Refreshed March 2017 & strategic priorities have
remained the same since 2016.
• NHS England requires LTPs to be refreshed by the end of
October
Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

Children and Young People’s Mental
Health & Wellbeing - Highlights
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• Additional services include online support, community
counselling across the patch
• Ppep care training delivered to professionals including GPs &
teachers
• Eating Disorder & Rapid Response service in place
• New Anxiety and Depression support tier 2 support via Andy
Clinic (Reading University)
• Children and young people’s participation – survey and focus
groups
• Increase in Tier 4 admissions slowed down with reduction in the
average length
of stay
“
Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

3

Current challenges
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• A fragmented service offer – children and young people don’t always know about the
. additional support that has been commissioned
• Unfamiliarity among professional partners and school staff, who are often unaware of the
services that exist in each area and how to access them
• Rising demand on specialist CAMHS (this continued in the first quarter of 2018, with the
total number of referrals up by 14.5% compared to the same quarter in 2017)
• A lack of dedicated mental health roles for early intervention
• Weak links between targeted services within LAs and specialist mental health services
• Under-developed parent/carer participation
• A data-rich but intelligence-poor system with weak transparency of existing data
• The absence of a coordinated, system-wide approach to workforce development
• A high number of inappropriate referrals to specialist CAMHS – approximately 50% of
East Berkshire referrals fall into this category
• Collaborative commissioning needs further development
• Transformation to date has focused heavily on the provision of additional services, as
opposed to a system-wide approach
• A tiered approach to support, which in practice means that children and young people
have to fit the services, rather than the services fitting the changing needs of the child or
young person
Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

key areas of change
From this (original LTP)
•

nine strategic performance indicators

•

limited detail about the delivery against
strategic indicators
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•

limited evidence to demonstrate a
multiagency plan

•

a focus on transformation in the
context of how the additional funding
will be spent

To this (new LTP)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

four key priority outcomes and enablers
clear information about how we will
achieve these outcomes
clear information about what success will
look like
alignment with partners’ priorities through
links, partnership working
move from consultation to co-production
for delivery of the plan
multiagency ownership and delivery of
the plan through new governance
arrangements
a systematic and suitable approach to
transformation, so it is about more than
just the additional funds allocated from
NHS England

Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

Four new outcomes
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Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

Health and Wellbeing
Boards
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Links to
education via
LA groups with
Headteachers

Business Planning
NHS East Berkshire
CCG

Joint Commissioning
Board CYP Health and
Wellbeing East
Berkshire

Active Participation
Group – Youth Voice
Leads (set up by Feb
2019)

Local Transformation
Plan CYP mental
health and wellbeing
group

Young Health
Champions
(coproduction network
for LTP)

Task and finish groups

Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare

Next steps

34

• New multi stakeholder Local Transformation Plan (LTP)
group now set up
• Jan - May 2019, meetings will be monthly to progress
the work at pace
• LTP meetings will be themed e.g. Jan meeting will be to
progress conversation about early intervention model
of support
• Future application (phase two) for the Green Paper
Trailblazers (Mental Health Support Teams)
Working together to deliver excellent and sustainable healthcare
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TO:

ADULT SOCIAL CARE, HEALTH & HOUSING OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
PANEL
15 January 2019
DRAFT BUDGET PROPOSALS 2019/20
(Director of Finance)

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Executive agreed the Council’s draft budget proposals for 2019/20 at its meeting
on 18 December 2018 as the basis for consultation with the Overview and Scrutiny
Commission, Overview and Scrutiny Panels and other interested parties. The
consultation period runs until 30 January 2019, after which the Executive will
consider the representations made at its meeting on 12 February 2019, before
recommending the budget to Council.

2

SUGGESTED ACTION

2.1

That the Overview and Scrutiny Panels comment on the Council's draft budget
proposals for 2019/20.

3

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

3.1

Attached to this report are extracts from the 2019/20 Revenue Budget and Capital
Programme reports that are of relevance to each of the Overview and Scrutiny
Panels. These extracts are for information and background to assist consideration of
the Council's draft budget proposals and comprise:


Revenue Budget Report



Commitment Budget



Draft Revenue Budget Pressures



Draft Revenue Budget Savings Proposals



Proposed Fees and Charges



Capital Programme Report and Summary



Proposed Capital Schemes

The full 2019/20 Revenue Budget and Capital Programme reports are available on
the Council's public website as part of the wider budget consultation
(http://consult.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/portal).

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED/ ADVICE RECEIVED FROM STATUTORY AND
OTHER OFFICERS/ EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT/ STRATEGIC RISK
MANAGEMENT ISSUES / OTHER OFFICERS/ CONSULTATION – Not applicable
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Background Papers
None
Contacts for further information
Stuart McKellar – 01344 352180
Stuart.mckellar@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Arthur Parker – 01344 352158
Arthur.parker@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
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TO:
DATE:

THE EXECUTIVE
18 DECEMBER 2018

GENERAL FUND REVENUE BUDGET 2019/20
(Chief Executive/Director of Finance)

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

Under the Council’s constitution, the Executive is required to consult on its detailed
budget proposals with the Council’s Overview & Scrutiny Commission and any other
interested parties or individuals for a period of at least six weeks. This report
summarises the current position on the Council’s budget preparations for 2019/20 as
a basis for that consultation.

1.2

As the Council accepted in Autumn 2016 the offer of a four year financial settlement,
budget preparations have assumed that funding will be in line with the indicative
figures received on 6 February 2018 (as part of the Final Local Government Finance
Settlement 2018/19). The Provisional Local Government Financial Settlement was
due to be published on the 6 December but has been delayed because of the Brexit
vote on the 11 December.

1.3

All comments received on these budget proposals will be submitted to the Executive
on 12 February 2019. This will allow the Executive to determine its final budget
package and recommend the appropriate Council Tax level to Council, which will
formally approve the 2019/20 budget and Council Tax on 27 February 2019.

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
That the Executive:

2.1

Agree the draft budget proposals for 2019/20 as the basis for consultation with
the Overview & Scrutiny Commission and other interested parties or
individuals.

2.2

Agree the Treasury Management Strategy and associated documents at Annexe
E and request that the Governance and Audit Committee review each of the key
elements.

2.3

Agree that the 2019/20 Schools Budget be set at the eventual level of the
Dedicated School Grant income plus any accumulated DSG balances and
additional Council funding within the limit set out in recommendation 2.4.

2.4

Agree that up to £1m of additional funding for schools be made available from
the Council over the next 4 years to help mitigate the financial impact of new
schools.

2.5

Authorise the Executive Member for Children, Young People and Learning to
agree the allocation of the sums available for schools funding as set out in
recommendation 2.4 having regard to the decisions and recommendations of
the Schools Forum and to agree detailed budgets for services centrally
managed by the Council.
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2.6

Approve the virements relating to the 2018/19 budget as set out in Annexes F
and G and recommend those that are over £0.100m for approval by Council.

3

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

The recommendations are designed to allow the Executive to consult on its draft
budget proposals for 2019/20 as required by the Local Government Act 2003.

4

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED

4.1

The range of options being considered is included in the report and its Annexes.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

5

COMMITMENT BUDGET 2019/20 – 2021/22

5.1

Initial preparations for the 2019/20 budget have focussed on the Council’s
Commitment Budget for 2019/20 – 2021/22. This brings together the Council’s
existing expenditure plans, taking account of approved commitments and the ongoing
effects of service developments and efficiencies that were agreed when the 2018/19
budget was set.

5.2

A number of changes are proposed to the Commitment Budget since it was last
considered by the Executive in February and are reflected in the summary in Table 1.
The most significant changes in 2019/20 are set out below:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Interest on external borrowing is expected to be significantly less than
previously budgeted as a result of slippage in the capital programme, the prepayment of pension contributions and improved cash balances. The improved
cash position primarily relates to capital grants received, additional
Community Infrastructure Levy and S106 receipts (-£1.512m);
Slippage within the adults transformation programme which is now expected to
deliver -£0.616m of savings in 2019/20 (£1.084m);
Slippage within the Parks and Open Spaces transformation programme where
the savings relating to the country park are now expected to be delivered in
2020/21 (£0.158m);
An Invest to Save Scheme at Bracknell Leisure Centre will generate additional
management fee income (-£0.325m).
Further increases in car parking income are no longer expected to be
achievable (£0.162m).
Net income expected from commercial properties has been reduced
(£0.250m).

The overall impact of these changes is to decrease the Council’s Commitment
Budget by £0.118m compared to the position reported in February.
5.3

Taking account of these changes, Table 1 summarises the position and shows that
base expenditure (excluding schools) is planned to decrease by £3.085m to
£80.570m next year, primarily due to the expected savings from the Transformation
Programme, before consideration is given to allowances for inflation and the budget
proposals identified by individual Directorates in 2019/20. The commitment budget is
shown in more detail in Annexe A.
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Table 1: Summary Commitment Budget 2019/20-2021/22
Planned Expenditure
2019/20
£000
83,655

Base Budget

2020/21
£000
80,570

2021/22
£000
80,615

Movements in Year:
Central
Delivery
People (excluding schools)
Non Departmental / Council Wide
Total Movements

-190
-536
-867
-1,492

-551
-113
-21
730

-42
0
-564
800

-3,085

45

194

Adjusted Base

80,570

80,615

80,809

6

PROVISIONAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE SETTLEMENT 2019/20

6.1

The Government’s Autumn Budget, published on 29 October 2018, set out the
government’s plans for the economy based on the latest forecasts from the Office for
Budget Responsibility. This indicated that additional resources would be made
available in 2019/20 for social care. It has been confirmed that this will equate to
additional income of -£0.980m for Bracknell Forest. This has been reflected in the
budget proposals in Table 5. Business Rates will also be reduced by a third over two
years for small businesses (those with a rateable value of £51,000 or less) with the
resultant loss in income being fully funded via a section 31 grant.

6.2

The Council’s budget is set within the context of a 4-year Local Government Funding
Settlement (LGFS) published following the General Election in May 2015. As such,
2019/20 is the final year of this agreement, and initial budget preparations therefore
focused on the published indicative figures. The Government has indicated it will aim
to publish provisional figures in early December and final figures by the end of
January for 2019/20 and future years. The Provisional Local Government Finance
Settlement was therefore expected to be published on 6th December, however the
debate and vote on the Brexit negotiations has resulted in an inevitable delay until at
least 11th December. Some of the grant information follows a number of days or
weeks after the provisional settlement and any changes will be incorporated into the
February report along with any changes in the Final Settlement.

6.3

Funding from central government is currently received through Revenue Support
Grant (RSG) and Specific Grants. For planning purposes an estimate of the reduction
in central government support has been incorporated within these budget projections,
reflecting a further cut of £2.7m in RSG, to £1.7m, for 2019/20 (in 2018/19 RSG was
subsumed into the Business Rates Baseline as part of the pilot).
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6.4

The Council also receives substantial external funding through a number of specific
grants for which the following assumptions have been included within the latest
budget projections.

a)

New Homes Bonus
In 2015/16 the Government consulted on a number of possible reforms to the New
Homes Bonus to sharpen the incentive for housebuilding and provide £800m for
Adult Social Care. The outcome of the consultation was announced alongside the
Provisional LGFS for 2017/18. The Government decided to:
•

reduce the number of years for which legacy payments are made from 6
years to 5 years in 2017/18 and then to 4 years from 2018/19 and

•

set a national baseline for housing growth to sharpen the incentive for
councils to deliver more new homes. The Government chose to set the initial
baseline in 2017/18 at 0.4% below which the Bonus will not be paid but
retained the option of making adjustments to the baseline in future years in
the event of significant and unexpected housing growth.

The Government subsequently consulted over the Summer in 2017 on further
changes to the scheme, however the proposal to link New Homes Bonus payments
to the number of successful planning appeals was not implemented. In the July 18
consultation on the 2019/20 LGFS, the Government confirmed that it intended to
increase the baseline in 2019/20 due to the continued upward trend in house
building. An increase in the threshold would further reduce the level of funding
received.
Looking beyond 2019/20, the Government has already indicated it intends to make
further reforms in order to incentivise housing growth more effectively. The example
given involves using the Housing Delivery Test results (a percentage measurement
of the number of net homes delivered against the number of homes required over a
three year period) to reward delivery or incentivising plans that meet or exceed local
housing need. A consultation will be issued in due course.
As a result of the reforms to date, funding has reduced from -£3.9m in 2016/17 to
-£1.8m in 2018/19 with a further reduction of £0.390m having been included in the
draft budget proposals. The impact of the threshold change will be confirmed in the
Provisional Settlement.
b)

Other Specific Grants
Some of the largest specific grants received by the Council are the ring-fenced Public
Health, NHS funding streams and Better Care Fund. Additional funding for Adult
Social Care was announced as part of the national Spring 2017 Budget (-£0.929m for
Bracknell Forest in 2017/18, -£1.016m in 2018/19 and -£0.509m in 2019/20). As the £1.016m of grant funding is reflected in the base budget, the Commitment Budget
shows this reducing by £0.507m in 2019/20 and by £0.509m to zero in 2020/21.
Indicative improved better care funding for 2019/20 included in the Final Settlement
last year, shows a net increase of £0.039m compared to 2018/19, additional income
of -£0.546m is therefore reflected in the budget proposals in Table 5.
The Government has confirmed that the ring-fence on Public Health will be retained
until 2019. Indicative figures provided in 2017/18 show a further reduction in grant of
-£0.107m to -£3.943m in 2019/20.
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6.5

It is likely that any further changes to the methodology and allocations to these
specific grants will be implemented as part of the changes to the overall Local
Government Funding System in 2020/21, which includes the introduction of 75%
Business Rates retention.

6.6

A third important stream of income for the Council is Business Rates, a proportion of
which is retained locally following the introduction of the Business Rates Retention
reforms in April 2013. The level of Business Rates changes each year due to
inflationary increases (set by central government), the impact of appeals and local
growth or decline as local businesses and economic conditions expand or contract.
The Government sets a baseline level of funding against which any growth or
reduction is shared between local and central government.

6.7

Currently the Council collects significantly more Business Rates than it is allowed to
keep and until the 2018/19 Business Rates Pilot only received approximately a
quarter of any Business Rates growth. There has however been considerable
volatility in Business Rates income following the transfer of a large multi-national
company on to the Council’s valuation list in 2013/14. Initially this significantly
increased the level of Business Rates collected locally but following a successful
appeal the rateable value was reduced by 28% in 2016/17. A further appeal was
lodged following the 2017 valuation which is still outstanding and it is anticipated that
the company will join the Central Rating List when the new Business Rates system is
introduced in 2020/21. An unavoidable consequence of this has been significant
volatility in the Collection Fund balance each year. In 2017/18 a significant surplus of
-£3.045m was projected on the Business Rates element of the Collection Fund. This
was transferred into the Future Funding Reserve in 2018/19 and has been reversed
out of the budget proposals in Table 5 due to the one-off nature of the income. A final
projection for the Collection Fund in 2018/19 will need to be made by the 31 January
which will be incorporated into the February budget report. Early indications are that
there will be a significant deficit which will be met from the Future Funding Reserve.

6.8

At this stage, Business Rates income is forecast to grow in line with the
Government’s baseline assumptions, with growth from the opening of the
regenerated Town Centre being reflected in last year’s budget.

6.9

The Government has announced that it still intends to introduce a new system by
2020/21, however this will now be based on 75% retention of Business Rates growth
locally. To coincide with this a fair funding review is currently underway which will
calculate the new baseline funding levels for individual local authorities based on an
up-to-date assessment of their relative needs and resources Existing grants
including Revenue Support Grant and the Public Health Grant will be incorporated
into the revised baseline and more responsibilities are likely to be transferred to Local
Government to ensure that the new system is fiscally neutral overall. The outcome of
these deliberations is impossible to determine, although it will almost certainly have a
significant long-term impact on the funding of the Council.

6.10

This will most likely mean that all or a large part of the additional business rates that
the Council has secured through the company referred to above and from the town
centre opening in 2017 will no longer directly benefit Bracknell Forest. This is a
consequence of Bracknell Forest having for many years been able to generate
income significantly in excess of its assessed funding needs. As the Council uses a
significant element of Business Rates growth (approximately £4m) to support the
budget, this will result in a significantly increased budget gap in 2020/21.
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Business Rates Pilots
6.11

The six Berkshire Unitaries successfully bid for 100% rates retention pilot status in
2018/19, with Bracknell Forest acting as the lead authority. As a result, Revenue
Support Grant (RSG) was incorporated into the calculation of the Council’s Business
Rates baseline funding level and no levy will be chargeable on any growth achieved
above this level enabling 100% to be retained locally. Although the actual benefits will
depend on the level of business rates collected during 2018/19 the budgeted position
for Berkshire as a whole was initially assessed as around £35m and subsequently
predicted to offer a net gain of approximately £50m. Under the joint proposal £25m of
this is being provided to the Thames Valley Berkshire LEP to undertake improvements
in transport infrastructure that would help secure further economic and housing growth
within the County. The remainder will be allocated across the individual authorities in
proportion to their actual growth in business rates income.

6.12

The budgeted net gain for Bracknell Forest resulting from the additional Business
Rates and Section 31 grant (relating to previous Business Rates policy decisions)
income totalled approximately £7m. The Council took the prudent decision not to use
any of this additional income to support the 2018/19 budget but instead to transfer it to
the Future Funding Reserve. This was due to the one-off nature of the income and the
fact that any increase in the reliance on Business Rates growth above the £4m
currently used to support the budget (see paragraph 6.10) would simply create the
potential for a greater “cliff edge” in 2020/21, when the new funding system is
expected to remove or significantly reduce this gain. The resources will now be
available to provide protection against the significant funding changes expected from
2020/21, at which point the level of General Reserves is expected to be closer to the
minimum prudent level.

6.13

Although thought to be a possibility at one point, the Government has decided not to
automatically continue with the current pilots into 2019/20. They have invited
proposals to pilot a 75% rate retention system, reducing the incentive from the 100%
retention in the current year to make it more affordable. Existing pilot areas are
permitted to bid again, but will receive no favourable treatment. Unlike in the current
year, there will be no “no detriment” arrangement, i.e. pilot authorities will need to
accept the potential to lose as well as gain. However, in Berkshire, this is thought to
be a very unlikely scenario.

6.14

Recognising the potential financial gains that pilot status can bring to fund strategic
infrastructure improvements and support local budgets, the Berkshire authorities,
including Berkshire Fire Authority this time, have submitted a proposal. It is very
similar in structure to the successful 2018/19 bid, with around £11m of the potential
gains being pooled and the remainder being retained by individual authorities.

6.15

Given the potential benefits, the level of competition between areas to attain pilot
status will be high and therefore the likelihood of success was felt to be low. Areas are
expected to be informed just before or as part of the provisional LGFS.

6.16

Income from Business Rates growth will reduce next year as a consequence of
moving away from 100% rates retention under the existing pilot. Currently the base
budget includes a transfer of £8.2m into the Future Funding Reserve. This transfer will
be reduced accordingly so that any loss in income does not impact on the budget gap.
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7

COUNCIL TAX

7.1

Council Tax at present levels will generate total income of -£57.345m in 2019/20. An
increase in the Council Tax Base arising from the occupation of new properties
during 2019/20 and a reduction in the take-up of the Local Council Tax Benefit
Support Scheme is forecast to contribute an additional -£0.348m (+0.6%). The
Council Tax Base for 2019/20 has therefore been set at 45,573 Band D equivalents.

7.2

The surplus/deficit on the Council Tax element of the Collection Fund in 2018/19 will
need to be assessed by the 15 January 2019. Early indications are that there will be
a material deficit, caused primarily by a lower than expected growth in the taxbase.
This figure will impact on the 2019/20 budget and will be incorporated into the
February budget report.

7.3

The Government limits Council Tax increases by requiring councils to hold a local
referendum for any increases in excess of a threshold percentage which is normally
included in the Local Government Financial Settlement. In 2017/18 a referendum was
required for Council Tax increases of 3% or more. Early indications are that the same
level will be set in 2019/20 but this will not be confirmed until the Provisional
Settlement is received. As a council with Social Care responsibilities, Bracknell
Forest was able to increase Council Tax by a further 3% in 2017/18 and 2018/19 to
support Social Care pressures and the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy.
This will not be an option in 2019/20 as 6% is the maximum permissible increase
over the three year period. Each 1% increase in Council Tax would generate
approximately -£0.577m of additional income.

7.4

The Executive at its meeting in February will recommend to Council the level of
Council Tax in light of the Final Settlement, the results of the consultation and the
final budget proposals.

8

BUDGET PROPOSALS 2019/20
Service Pressures and Developments

8.1

In the face of significant reductions in public expenditure in general and in grants to
Local Government in particular the scope to invest in new service provision is
severely restricted. Nevertheless, it is important to retain a clear focus to ensure that
the Council continues to deliver its six strategic themes. In preparing the 2019/20
draft budget proposals each directorate has evaluated the potential pressures on its
services and these are set out in Annexe B. Table 2 summarises the pressures by
directorate.
Table 2: Service Pressures/Development
Directorate
Central
Delivery
People (excluding schools)
Non Departmental / Council Wide
Total Pressures/Developments

8.2

£’000
98
731
1,758
0
2,587

Many of the pressures are simply unavoidable as they relate to current levels of
demand or legislation changes. They do, however, also support the six strategic
themes included in the new Council Plan in the following way:
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•
•
•
•
•

people have the life skills and education opportunities they need to thrive
(£0.073m);
people live active and healthy lifestyles (£0.850m);
a clean, green, growing and sustainable place (0.479m);
strong, safe, supportive and self-reliant communities (£0.970m);
provide value for money (£0.153m).

8.3

Service pressures will be kept under review throughout the budget consultation
period. There is always the risk in Social Care services in particular that the numbers
of people requiring care packages, the content of existing care packages and
contract inflation will vary considerably from the assumptions included in these draft
budget proposals. Any revisions to service pressures will be reported to the
Executive in February.

8.4

In addition to these revenue proposals the Council continues to invest in its priorities
through targeted capital expenditure. Details are contained in the capital programme
report, but the cost of funding all potential commitments arising from these various
proposals is included in these draft budget proposals.
Service Economies

8.5

Members and officers have held regular meetings to determine options for savings
and a list of potential draft budget savings has been developed, to supplement the
Transformation savings included in the Commitment Budget. This list totals
-£1.890m and is attached at Annexe C and summarised in Table 3. As in previous
years, economies have focused as far as possible on increasing efficiency, income
generation and reducing central and departmental support rather than on front line
services. There will potentially be some impact on services, although this has been
minimised to a large degree.
Table 3: Summary Service Economies
Directorate
Central
Delivery
People (excluding schools)
Non Departmental / Council Wide
Total Savings

£’000
-96
-1,059
-637
-84
-1,876

Significant Budget Decisions
8.6

Consideration and approval of the budget is a major policy decision. However, the
budget, by its nature, includes a range of proposals, some of which in themselves
represent important policy decisions. More details on each of the proposals are
included in Annexe C.

8.7

As the budget report is a policy document and is subject to at least six weeks
consultation, the identification of these issues within the budget report facilitates
detailed consultation on a range of significant policy decisions.
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Council Wide Issues
8.8

Apart from the specific budget proposals contained in Annexes B and C there are
some Council wide issues affecting all directorates’ budgets which need to be
considered. The precise impact of these corporate budgets is likely to change before
the final budget proposals are recommended, however the current view on these
issues is outlined in the following paragraphs.
a)

Capital Programme
As outlined above, the scale of the Council’s Capital Programme for 2019/20
will impact upon the revenue budget and will itself be subject to consultation
over the coming weeks. All new spending on services will need to be funded
from new capital receipts (including CIL), government grants, developer
contributions or borrowing. The proposed Council Funded Capital Programme
of £13.751m and externally funded (including self-funding schemes)
programme of £11.586m for 2019/20 features in a separate report on tonight’s
agenda. After allowing for projected receipts of approximately £5m in 2019/20
and carry forwards, the additional revenue costs will be £0.014m in 2019/20
and £0.441m in 2020/21. These figures include on-going costs associated with
the maintenance and support of IT capital purchases, which will help enable
the Council’s transformational change.

b)

Interest and Investments
Now that the Council is in no longer debt-free and is reliant on external borrowing
to fund its capital investments, returns on surplus cash are likely to remain
relatively low during 2019/20 and beyond.
As such the impact of interest rates on borrowing rates are of greater significance
to the Council. The flow of generally positive economic statistics after the quarter
ended 30 June meant that it came as no surprise that the Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) came to a decision on 2 August to make the first increase in
Bank Rate above 0.5% since the financial crash, from 0.5% to 0.75%. However,
the MPC emphasised again, that future Bank Rate increases would be gradual
and would rise to a much lower equilibrium rate, (where monetary policy is neither
expansionary nor contractionary), than before the crash; indeed they gave a figure
for this of around 2.5% in ten years’ time but they declined to give a medium term
forecast. It is unlikely that the MPC will increase the Bank Rate in February 2019,
ahead of the deadline in March for Brexit. Similarly, the MPC is more likely to wait
until August 2019, than May 2019, before the next increase, to be followed by
further increases of 0.25% in May and November 2020 to reach 1.5%. However,
the cautious pace of even these limited increases is dependent on a reasonably
orderly Brexit.
The Council’s own forecasts are cautious and in line with a subdued path for
increases in Bank Rate likely in the latter half of 2019 and into 2020. Longterm interest rates remain close to historical lows with 10-year and 25-year
Public Works Loan Board rates in the region of 2.5% to 2.8%. Shorter dated
maturities, less than 1 year, will track base rates and as such are not expected
to increase materially over the next 12 months. Given a mix of borrowing
maturities (longer term maturities will tend to be used for capital investment
requirements whilst shorter-dated market loans will be used to manage day-today cash flow), the average interest rate on borrowing assumed in the
Council’s 2019/20 revenue budget is 2.5%.
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With borrowing rates close to historical lows, the borrowing strategy of the
Council will be to minimise the impact on the revenue account but recognising
that better value is in the 40yr to 50yr range. The Council will therefore take a
mix of borrowing maturities over the years reflecting the need for day-to-day
cash flow and its longer-term capital investment strategy. The Council, in close
co-ordination with its Treasury Management advisers, will monitor medium and
long-term interest rates and take any necessary decisions based on the
information available to effectively and efficiently fund the capital programme.
The Council reviews the annual Treasury Management Strategy Statement
under the requirement of the 2011 revised CIPFA Treasury Management in
Public Services Code of Practice and Cross Sectoral Guidance Notes (“the
CIPFA TM Code”). The Local Government Act 2003 required the Council to
“have regard to the Prudential Code and to set Prudential Indicators for the
next three years to ensure that the capital investment plans are affordable,
prudent and sustainable”. Annexe E outlines the Council’s prudential indicators
for 2019/20 – 2021/22 and sets out the expected treasury management
activities for this period. These take account of the Commercial Property
Investment Strategy (CPIS) agreed by the Executive on 15 November 2016.
The MRP policy has been revised to include a “partial deferral” approach for
Commercial Properties met from borrowing under the CPIS. MRP will be
charged at 10% of the property value over a 15 year period to reflect a realistic
level of value risk. It is recommended that the Executive agree the Treasury
Management Strategy and associated documents and in line with the Code of
Practice request that the Governance and Audit Committee review each of the
key elements.
c)

Provision for Inflation and Pay Awards
The Commitment Budget excludes the cost of inflation on both expenditure
and income. In past years, the Council has restricted the provision for
inflation on prices as a general economy measure, to help address the
underlying budget gap, although pay awards have been fully funded. In the
context of the Council’s overall financial position, it is again prudent to
consider where the provision for inflation on prices can be limited as an
economy measure, although some exceptions will be necessary to reflect
actual increases that will not be containable without real service reductions or
to meet contractual commitments. In particular it will be important to have
realistic discussions with key providers about what level of inflation is
genuinely necessary on some contracts and placements.
At this stage the inflation provision is not finalised, although for planning
purposes a sum of £2.400m (£2.422m 2018/19) has been added to the
budget. This will be achieved by:
•
•
•

Assuming pay awards of 2% and including any additional impact of the
higher increases for NJC staff on old scale point 28 (new scale point 22)
or below;
Negotiating to minimise inflation on contracts;
Increasing fees and charges in line with the Council’s income policy.

The Council will need to consider where it is appropriate and necessary to
provide for inflation over the coming weeks so that the actual inflation
provision can be added to the final budget report in February 2019.
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d)

Fees and Charges
Increases in fees and charges are determined by the overall economic
conditions, the willingness of customers to pay the higher charges and
continued demand for Council services. The Council policy for fees and
charges requires each Directorate to consider the level of charges against the
following criteria:
•
•
•

fees and charges should aim, as a minimum, to cover the costs of
delivering the service;
where a service operates in free market conditions, fees and charges
should at least be set at the market rate;
fees and charges should not be levied where this is an ineffective use
of resources, i.e. the cost of collection exceeds any income generated.

Certain other fees will attract the percentage determined by statute. The
proposed fees and charges are included in Annexe D.
e)

Corporate Contingency
The Council manages risks and uncertainties in the budget through the use of
a general contingency added to the Council’s budget. Every year the Council
faces risks on its budget in relation to demand led services, Business Rates
and the general economic climate. The Contingency has been reduced by
£1.0m to £1.5m as part of the draft budget proposals. This reflects the fact
that a significant level of transformation savings have already been achieved
and those that have yet to be delivered have been re-profiled within the
medium term forecast to take account of any identified slippage.
The Executive will need to make a judgement on the appropriate level of
contingency at its February meeting, taking advice from the Director of
Finance who will need to certify the robustness of the overall budget
proposals in the context of the continuing progress on the Transformation
Programme and the Council’s remaining general and earmarked reserves. All
the reserves will be reviewed to ensure that they are sufficient to manage the
financial risks facing the Council in the coming years.

Spending on Schools
8.9

Changes by the Department for Education (DfE) to the way schools and education in
general are funded are now reaching a conclusion and are intended to result in an
efficient, simple and predictable funding system that is fair and supports pupils to
achieve their potential. As the Council is the 6th lowest funded education authority, the
expectation has always been that the most likely outcome for Bracknell Forest schools
would be a funding gain.

8.10

As part of the process, the Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA), the
executive agency of the DfE, intends to put in place a Schools National Funding
Formula (SNFF) to directly fund all schools thereby reducing the role of councils. The
main financial responsibilities remaining with councils would relate to ensuring the
needs of vulnerable pupils are met, sufficient school places are available, working with
schools to ensure they understand and discharge their safeguarding duties, ensuring
fair access through admissions and promoting attendance.
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8.11

To enable a measured move to the new framework, transitional arrangements will
remain in place with local authorities continuing to set school budgets through to
March 2021, within parameters set by the DfE.

8.12

The financial impact from the changes during the first 2 years is that there would be
an increase in average per pupil funding for Bracknell Forest schools of £3.24m
(+5.0%) - £1.70m (+2.7%) in 2018/19 and a further £1.54m (+2.3%) in 2019/20.

8.13

Despite the additional funding, there is a significant medium term financial pressure
on the Schools Budget arising from the cost of new schools that are being built in
response to new housing and the resultant need for more school places in order to
fulfil the Council’s agreed objective of delivering local schools for local children. In
order to provide sufficient places when they are required, new schools will need to
open at the start of the developments but will take a number of years to fill up as
house building continues. During this period, new schools need additional financial
support to cover what can be significant diseconomies of scale.

8.14

This cost pressure is not adequately resourced in the funding settlement from the DfE
and this is expected to be the case over the medium term. Preliminary forecasts
indicated a potential cost pressure on the Schools Budget over the next 4 years of up
to £5m. This is after taking account of estimated grant funding the DfE provides to
councils for this purpose.

8.15

In considering this matter, the Schools Forum expressed its concern to the Executive
Member for Children, Young People & Learning about the serious adverse impact on
existing schools of the delivery of new schools as there was insufficient funding from
the DfE, and requested that the Council give consideration to ways of mitigating the
adverse impact by providing additional financial support. The Schools Forum, not the
Council has the statutory decision making power to set the amount of budget to
support new schools.

8.16

A proposal has therefore been developed that shares the additional cost related to
new schools between unallocated balances in the Schools Budget, the Council and
individual schools. Based on current information, which is still subject to change over
the medium term, the total 4 year cost to the Council of this proposal is estimated at
£0.967m, with £0.345m in 2019/20 and £0.208m in each year from 2020/21 to
2022/23. The breakdown of what the provisional 4 year funding plan would be, with
the Council committing to up to £1m, is:
DSG financed school balances
Contribution from schools
Contribution from BFC

£0.914m (21%)
£2.415m (55%)
£0.967m (24%)

8.17

In addition to grant funding for schools, the DfE makes separate allocations for Early
Years funding for 0-4 year olds, pupils with special educational needs and disabilities
(SEND) from age 0-24, and a small number of services that support schools and
pupils which councils are permitted to manage centrally. Funding for each of these
areas are expected to be in line with amounts received in the current year, with the
funding to support high need pupils likely to increase by around £0.075m (0.5%).

8.18

Taking account of this information, -£93.54m of grant income is estimated to be
available to the Council for 2019/20 through the specific ring-fenced Dedicated
Schools Grant (DSG). This comprises -£69.95m for the Schools Block, -£7.03m for
the Early Years Block, -£15.53m for the High Needs Block and -£1.03m for the
Central Schools Services Block.
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8.19

In addition to the DSG, schools also receive revenue funding from other specific
grants including School Sixth Forms (currently -£4.643m), the Pupil Premium
(-£3.345m), Primary PE and Sports Premium (-0.292m) and the Universal Infant Free
School Meals Grant (-£1.487m). All of these amounts are subject to change in
2019/20.
Spending on schools – decision making

8.20

Setting the overall level of the Schools Budget and the operation of the funding
formula that distributes the money to schools is a statutory council function. In
practice, the Schools Forum is asked to consider a range of proposals and it is
expected that its recommendations are implemented, except in exceptional
circumstances. The Schools Forum is legally required to determine how much of the
overall schools funding is centrally managed by the local authority.

8.21

The DfE requires councils to confirm the basis on which actual school budgets will be
allocated, including per pupil and all other funding rates, by 21 January 2019. To meet
this requirement, 2019/20 school budgets will have to be set on the basis of the
estimated level of DSG plus any other grants and accumulated balances. The draft
budget proposals are prepared on this basis.

8.22

The approval timescale is very tight, with the DfE only expected to release the data
that councils must use to set school budgets on the 12 December 2018. To meet the
DfE’s timescale of approval by 21 January, council statutory decisions around the
Schools Budget together with endorsement of the decisions that the Schools Forum
has the statutory power to take are normally delegated to the Executive Member for
Children, Young People and Learning. Importantly, such decisions need to be made
within the context of the overall level of funding agreed by the Executive, which is
covered by recommendation 2.4 in this report.

Summary
8.23

Adding the draft proposals to the Commitment Budget and taking account of the
corporate issues identified above would result in total expenditure of £78.514m as
shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Summary of proposals:

Commitment Budget
Budget Pressures
Budget Economies
Capital Programme
Inflation Provision
Change in Contingency
Reversal of the one-off transfer into the Future Funding Reserve for the
projected Collection Fund - Business Rates surplus in 2017/18
Reduction in New Homes Bonus 2019/20
Additional Improved Better Care funding
Additional Social Care Funding
Draft Budget Requirement 2019/20
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£’000
80,570
2,587
-1,876
14
2,400
-1,000
-3,045
390
-546
-980
78,514
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8.24

Without the Provisional Finance Settlement, assumptions have had to be made on the
level of grant income. It has been assumed that the Council can anticipate income of
up to -£75.986m. This arises from Revenue Support Grant and Business Rates
baseline funding (-£18.293m) and Council Tax at the 2018/19 level (-£57.693m).

8.25

With the potential overall cost of the budget package being consulted on in the region
of £78.514m, this leaves a potential gap of around £2.528m. Members can choose to
adopt any or all of the following approaches in order to bridge the remaining gap:
•
•
•

an increase in Council Tax;
an appropriate contribution from the Council’s revenue reserves, bearing in
mind the Medium Term financial position;
identifying further expenditure reductions.

9

RESERVES

9.1

The Council has an estimated £6.5m available in General Reserves at 31 March
2019, assuming that spending in the current year matches the approved budget.
Details are contained in Table 6.

Table 6: General Reserves as at 31 March 2019

General Fund
Planned use in 2018/19
Estimated Balance as at 31 March 2019

£m
9.0
(2.5)
6.5

9.2

The Council has, in the past, planned on maintaining a minimum prudential balance of
£4m. This assessment is based on the financial risks which face the Council and the
Director of Finance considers these in the February report to the Executive at which a
final decision on the use of balances can be taken, taking account of the financial
position likely to face the Council over the next five years.

10

CONCLUSION

10.1

The Council’s constitution requires a consultation period of at least six week on the
draft budget proposals. In this context, it is inevitable that, of the broad range of
options proposed for consultation, not all will necessarily be included in the final
budget package. It is also likely that some further issues with a financial impact will
arise between now and February. When the Final Settlement is known, the Executive
can consider the prudent use of revenue balances to support expenditure in line with
the overall medium term financial strategy, along with any further expenditure
reductions.

10.2

It is suggested, therefore, that the normal process whereby the Overview & Scrutiny
Commission reviews the overall budget package and determines whether any
specific issues should be considered further by the Overview and Scrutiny Panels at
their meetings in January, is followed. The proposals will also be placed on the
Council’s website for public consultation.
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10.3

All comments from the Overview & Scrutiny Commission, Overview and Scrutiny
Panels and all others will then be submitted to the Executive on 12 February 2019.
This will allow the Executive to determine the final budget package and recommend
the appropriate Council Tax level to the Council on 27 February 2019.

11

BUDGET MONITORING 2018/19- VIREMENT REQUEST

11.1

A virement is the transfer of resources between two budgets but it does not increase
the overall budget approved by the Council. Financial Regulations require formal
approval by the Executive of any virement between £0.050m and £0.100m and of
virements between directorates of any amount. Full Council approval is required for
virements over £0.100m. During 2018/19 a number of virements have been identified
which require the approval of the Executive. These have been previously reported to
the Corporate Management Team which recommends them to the Executive for
approval. They have been included in the Quarterly Service Reports. Details of
virements between directorates are set out in Annexe F. Details of internal virements
exceeding £0.050m are set out in Annexe G.

12

ADVICE RECEIVED FROM STATUTORY AND OTHER OFFICERS
Borough Solicitor

12.1

Nothing to add to the report.
Director of Finance

12.2

The financial implications of this report are included in the supporting information.
Equalities Impact Assessment

12.3

The Council’s final budget proposals will potentially impact on all areas of the
community. A detailed consultation process is planned in order to provide individuals
and groups with the opportunity to comment on the draft proposals. This will ensure
that in making final recommendations, the Executive can be made aware of the views
of a broad section of residents and service users. A number of the budget proposals
require specific equality impact assessments to be carried out and draft versions of
these are attached in Annexe H. Consultation with equalities groups that are likely to
be affected by the proposal is part of the assessment process.
Strategic Risk Management Issues

12.4

A sum of £1.5m is currently included in the draft proposals to meet the costs of
unpredictable or unforeseen items that would represent in year budget risks. The
Executive will need to make a judgement on the level of Contingency at its meeting in
February.

12.5

The Director of Finance, as the Council’s Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer),
must formally certify that the budget is sound. This will involve identifying and
assessing the key risk areas in the budget to ensure the robustness of estimates and
ensuring that appropriate arrangements are in place to manage those risks, including
maintaining an appropriate level of reserves and Contingency. This formalises work
that is normally undertaken each year during the budget preparation stages and in
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monthly monitoring after the budget is agreed. The Director of Finance will report his
findings in February, when the final budget package is recommended for approval.
13

CONSULTATION
Principal Groups Consulted

13.1

The Overview & Scrutiny Commission will be consulted on the budget proposals and
may also choose to direct specific issues to individual overview and scrutiny panels.
Targeted consultation exercises will be undertaken with business rate payers, the
Schools Forum, town and parish councils and voluntary organisations. Comments
and views will be sought on both the overall budget package and on the detailed
budget proposals. In addition, this report and all the supporting information are
publicly available to any individual or group who wish to comment on any proposal
included within it. To facilitate this, the full budget package will be placed on the
Council’s web site at http://consult.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/portal. There will also be a
dedicated mailbox to collect comments.

13.2

The timetable for the approval of the 2019/20 Budget is as follows.
Executive agree proposals as basis for consultation
Consultation period
Executive considers representations made
recommends budget.
Council considers Executive budget proposals

Background Papers
None

Contacts for further information
Timothy Wheadon – 01344 355601
Timothy.wheadon@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Stuart McKellar – 01344 352180
Stuart.mckellar@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Arthur Parker – 01344 352158
Arthur.parker@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
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18 December 2018
19 December 2018 29 January 2019
12 February 2019
27 February 2019

Annexe A
Commitment Budget excluding Transformation Savings 2019/20 to 2021/22
2018/19
£'000
People
Approved Budget
Support to former Independent Living Fund recipients
Additional funding for Adult Social Care
Net Inter Departmental Virements
People Adjusted Budget

48,586

148
48,734

2019/20
£'000

2020/21
£'000

2021/22
£'000

48,734
8
507

49,249

49,249

49,758

49,758

515

509

0

Change in commitment budget

49,758

509

Commitment Budget - Transformation Savings 2019/20 to 2021/22
2017/18
£'000
People
AdultsTransformation
People Total

0

Overall Change in Commitment Budget
Total Budget including Transformation Savings
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2018/19
£'000
-1,800
-1,800

2019/20
£'000

2020/21
£'000

2021/22
£'000

-616
-616

-600
-600

-584
-584

-101

-91

-584

48,633

48,542

47,958

Annexe A

Description of Commitment Budget Items for 2019/20 to 2021/22
Directorate and Item

Description

People
Support to former
Independent Living Fund
recipients

The Independent Living Fund closed in 2015 resulting in additional
costs for local authorities. This represents the resultant pressure net
of any grant receivable. The grant in 2019/20 is £0.240m but we do
not know whether this grant will continue in 2020/21.

Additional funding for Adult
Social Care

Additional money to support Adult Social Care needs was
announced as part of the 2017/18 Budget. This is being withdrawn
over the next two years

TRANSFORMATION RELATED

People
Adults Transformation

Target savings from the Adult Social Care transformation
programme. These are underpinned by a number of work streams
designed to reduce the overall cost of care, either be reducing the
number of people requiring support or by delivering care packages
in a more efficient manner.
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DRAFT REVENUE BUDGET PRESSURES

Annexe B

PEOPLE

Description

2019/20
£’000

2020/21
£’000

2021/22
£’000

0

0

Externally provided Adult Social Care
Based on the current cost of care packages there continues
to be a pressure on Adult Social Care. Most of the pressure
is being noted in the Older People budget, but also includes
the Learning Disability budget. The pressure is caused by
an increase in complexity of packages as the number of
individuals supported has marginally decreased in recent
months. This pressure will be kept under review throughout
the budget setting cycle as care costs are volatile and can
change significantly.

850

PEOPLE TOTAL

850
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DRAFT REVENUE BUDGET SAVINGS PROPOSALS

Annexe C

PEOPLE

2019/20
£’000

Description
Impact

2020/21
£’000

2021/22
£’000

0

0

Housing related savings
Savings can be categorised as follows:
•
•
•

Following a management restructure the number of
Heads of Service posts has reduced.
The cost of the Disabled Facilities Grant team will be met
from the associated grant from central government.
Reduction in net homelessness costs due to lower levels
of Bed & Breakfast, and income from temporary
accommodation.

-120
-87
-40

Adult Social Care related savings
Savings can be categorised as follows:
•
•

•

•

Better Care Fund funding for assistive equipment &
technology.
The grants and donations budget will be aligned to reflect
current commitments. Further discretionary grants
awarded during the year will be considered in the light of
the current budgetary position.
Uncommitted budget in the Mental Health Community
Network budget will be reduced. As this is budget that has
not been used in the current year, there are not expected
to be any adverse service implications.
Additional income from increased activity in the
deputyship team.

PEOPLE TOTAL

-180
-105

-25

-10
-567
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PEOPLE DIRECTORATE
2019/20 PROPOSED FEES & CHARGES

Service : Adult Residential and Nursing Care - Contributions from people supported
Purpose of the Charge: To contribute to the costs of accommodation
2018/19
Budget

Income the proposed fees will generate:

£'000
2,152

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
2,204

Are concessions available? Yes - The actual contribution will be assessed in accordance with the Care
Act Guidance issued by the Department of Health (DoH).
Description

Residential and Nursing Care
This includes permanent, respite and short term care.
Where people are in accommodation funded by the
Council, the maximum contribution they will be asked to
make is the cost of the accommodation, but this will be
subject to a financial assessment under DH charging
guidance and so the actual contribution may be lower. Fee
increases in 2019/20 will depend on each person's financial
circumstances but for most people will be linked to the
increase in pensions and benefits they receive.

Deferred Payments
Interest payable
The Council will adhere to the maximum interest rate which
is set twice-yearly (1 Jan - 30 Jun, 1 Jul - 31 Dec) by the
Department of Health.

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

Proposed Fee
(Exc VAT)

Increase

£.p

£.p

%

Various

Various

2.4%
(Estimate)

1.85%

1.85%

0.00%

Deferred Payment Arrangement Fee
Deferred Payment Annual administration fee

925.00
310.00

956.00
321.00

3.4%
3.4%

Arrangement of self funder social care
Arrangement Fee
Annual Administration Fee

310.00
205.00

321.00
212.00

3.4%
3.4%

270.00

279.00

3.4%

Provider Failure
Making arrangements for people who fund their own care,
or people funded by Other Local Authorities, in the event of
their current provider going out of business.
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Service : Adult non residential services - Contributions from people supported
Purpose of the Charge: To contribute to the costs of support
2018/19
Budget
£'000
1,533

Income the proposed fees will generate:

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
1,570

Are concessions available? Yes - The actual contribution will be assessed in accordance with the
Council's Charging Policy issued which complies with national guidance issued by the DoH under the Care
Act.
Description

Non Residential Support
This includes direct payments, homecare, day care and
other support in the community.
Where people are supported by the Council, the maximum
contribution they will be asked to make is the cost of the
support, but this will be subject to a financial assessment
under the Council's Charging Policy and so the actual
contribution may be lower.
Fee increases in 2019/20 will depend on each person's
financial circumstances but for most people will be linked to
the increase in pensions and benefits they receive.

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

Proposed Fee
(Exc VAT)

Increase

£.p

£.p

%

Various

Various

2.4%
(Estimate)

Service : Council provided residential and day care
Purpose of the Charge: To recover the costs of the service

£'000
89

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
91

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

Proposed Fee
(Exc VAT)

Increase

£.p

£.p

%

2018/19
Budget

Income the proposed fees will generate:
Are concessions available? No
Description

Waymead
Respite
Charge per night
Day Care
Waymead Day Services
Per hour
Bracknell Day Centre
Full day
Half day
Transport (per day - Wokingham only)
Glenfield
Hourly rate

223.89

228.37

2.0%

17.56

17.91

2.0%

105.27
52.63
20.95

107.38
53.68
21.37

2.0%
2.0%
2.0%

15.89

16.21

2.0%

Service : Blue Badge Scheme
Purpose of the Charge: To contribute to the cost of the service

£'000
1

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
1

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

Proposed Fee
(Exc VAT)

Increase

£.p

£.p

%

2018/19
Budget

Income the proposed fees will generate:
Are concessions available? No
Description

Blue Badge - Issues and Duplicate Badges

10.00

10.00
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Service: Forestcare
Purpose of the Charge: To recover the costs of the service

£'000
1,397

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
1,444

Current Fee
(Inc VAT)

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

£.p

£.p

2018/19
Budget

Income the proposed fees will generate:
Are concessions available? No
Description

Lifeline Rental and Monitoring
- BFBC
- Others

Lifeline Monitoring only
- BFBC

- Others

Proposed Fee Proposed Fee
(Inc VAT)
(Exc VAT)
£.p

£.p

Increase

%

Per week
Per month
Per week
Per month
Per quarter

4.50
19.30
4.80
20.64
61.93

3.75
16.08
4.00
17.20
51.61

4.66
19.96
4.97
21.34
64.03

3.88
16.63
4.14
17.78
53.36

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

Per week
Per month
Per quarter
Per week
Per month
Per quarter
Per week

3.57
15.29
44.93
4.22
18.14
54.44
7.80

2.97
12.74
37.44
3.52
15.12
45.37
6.50

3.68
15.80
46.45
4.37
18.76
56.29
8.06

3.07
13.17
38.71
3.64
15.63
46.91
6.72

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

68.76
96.00
1.20

57.30
80.00
1.00

71.10
99.26
1.24

59.25
82.72
1.03

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

2.16
3.24
2.76
2.16
1.20
1.20
4.80
12.00
6.00
2.40
1.20
2.40
1.20
2.40
4.20
51.60

1.80
2.70
2.30
1.80
1.00
1.00
4.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
3.50
43.00

2.23
3.35
2.86
2.23
1.24
1.24
4.97
12.41
6.20
2.48
1.24
2.48
1.24
2.48
4.34
53.35

1.86
2.79
2.38
1.86
1.03
1.03
4.14
10.34
5.17
2.07
1.03
2.07
1.03
2.07
3.62
44.46

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

10.44
18.00
37.20
55.80

8.70
15.00
31.00
46.50

10.80
18.61
38.46
57.70

9.00
15.51
32.05
48.08

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

7.56
54.00

6.30
45.00

7.81
55.84

6.51
46.53

3.4%
3.4%

66.00
72.00
54.00
90.00

55.00
60.00
45.00
75.00

68.24
74.45
55.84
93.06

56.87
62.04
46.53
77.55

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

12.54
18.36

10.45
15.30

12.97
18.98

10.81
15.82

3.4%
3.4%

47.48

39.57

49.10

40.92

3.4%

49.50

41.25

51.18

42.65

3.4%

238.80

199.00

246.92

205.77

3.4%

330.00

275.00

341.22

284.35

3.4%

54.00
7.20
0.98
1.86
2.74
3.00

45.00
6.00
0.82
1.55
2.28
2.50

55.84
7.44
1.02
1.92
2.83
3.11

46.53
6.20
0.85
1.60
2.36
2.59

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

GSM Lifeline
Extra/Lost Pendants
- Flat Charge
- Lost ivi Pendants
- Rental of additional pendant
Per week
Sensors
Per week
Smoke
Per week
Carbon Monoxide
Per week
Flood
Per week
Temperature Extreme / Heat
Per week
Universal
Per week
PIR / Fast PIR
Per week
Medication Dispenser
Per week
Epilepsy sensor kit
Per week
Chair & bed sensor kit
Per week
Falls pendant
Per week
Bogus Caller
Per week
Minuet watch
Per week
Arm/ Disarm Zoning Trigger
Per week
Jellybean Switch
Per week
Natural Gas Detector
Per week
Wrist Worn Epilepsy Pendant
Responder service for lifeline customers
- up to 12 visits per year
Per week
- up to 24 visits per year
- extra visits (excluding bank holidays)
- extra visits (including bank holidays)
Responder service for commercial customers
- up to 6 visits per year
Per week
- per additional visit
Key Safes
Keysafe Supply and Fit
Supply only
Supply + fit
Moving keysafe
Supply+fit
subsequent visit
Monitoring of security diallers
Per week
Monitoring of two security diallers
Per week
Lone Workers
Per person per
Lone Workers
year
Per person per
Lone Workers - with reports
year
Per person per
GPS Lone Worker - BFC
year
Per person per
GPS Lone Worker - External
year
Hourly charge for adhoc work
Extension lead
One telecare service / ivi falls pendant Per week
Two telecare sensors
Three telecare sensors
Per week
Epilepsy bed sensor
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Description

Care calls
- 1 care call per day
- 2 care calls per day
- 3 care calls per day
- 3 care calls per day + 1 customer
Pocket Pal
GPS Device - customer buying
device
GPS Device - customer buying
device (sim rental)
GPS Device - customer renting
device (includes SIM and monitoring)

Current Fee
(Inc VAT)

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

£.p

£.p

Per week
Per week
Per week
Per week
Per device

Proposed Fee Proposed Fee
(Inc VAT)
(Exc VAT)
£.p

£.p

Increase

%

9.60
18.00
24.00
36.00

8.00
15.00
20.00
30.00

9.92
18.61
24.82
37.22

8.27
15.51
20.68
31.02

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

114.00

95.00

117.88

98.23

3.4%

15.00
0.00
7.80

12.50
0.00
6.50

15.52

12.93

3.4%

8.06

6.72

3.4%

Monthly
Weekly

Service: Homelessness
Purpose of the Charge: To contribute to the costs of the service

£'000
958

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
988

Current Fee
(Inc VAT)

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

£.p

£.p

2018/19
Budget

Income the proposed fees will generate:
Are concessions available? No
Description

Homelessness
Bed and Breakfast
- Current Tenancies
Per week
10a Portman
- Rent
Per week
- Service Charge
Per week
- Household
Per week
- Fuel*
Per week
- Water*
Per week
Tenterden Lodge
- Rent
Per week
- Service Charge
Per week
- Fuel*
Per week
-Water*
Per week
York Town Road
- Rent
Per week
- Service Charge
Per week
- Fuel*
Per week
-Water*
Per week
Council owned properties: Reading
- 1 bed
Per week
- 2 bed
Per week
- 3 bed
Per week
- 4 bed
Per week
Council owned properties: Blackwater Valley
- 1 bed
Per week
- 2 bed
Per week
- 3 bed
Per week
- 4 bed
Per week
Council owned properties: East Thames Valley
- 1 bed
Per week
- 2 bed
Per week
- 3 bed
Per week
- 4 bed
Per week

Proposed Fee Proposed Fee
(Inc VAT)
(Exc VAT)
£.p

£.p

Increase

%

150.00

150.00

0.0%

150.00
18.42
9.32
5.77
2.76

155.10
19.05
9.64
5.97
2.85

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

160.00
12.47
3.16
2.76

165.44
12.89
3.27
2.85

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

126.06
12.47
3.16
2.76

130.35
12.89
3.27
2.85

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

195.00
225.11
246.92
330.00

201.63
232.76
255.32
341.22

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

184.63
215.77
208.11
330.00

190.91
223.11
215.19
341.22

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

195.00
236.53
267.69
371.53

201.63
244.57
276.79
384.16

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

* These charges will be uplifted in line with fee increases from utility companies, RPI is assumed
Small Landsales - Administration Fee
Flat Charge
Passport and Driving Licence Checking Service
For landlords
For employers

210.31

175.26

217.46

181.22

3.4%

24.00
24.00

20.00
20.00

24.82
24.82

20.68
20.68

3.4%
3.4%
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Service : Housing
Purpose of the Charge: To contribute to the costs of the service

£'000
77

Proposed
2019/20
Budget
£'000
80

Current Fee
(Exc VAT)

Proposed Fee
(Exc VAT)

2018/19
Budget

Income the proposed fees will generate:
Are concessions available? No
Description

Increase

£.p
£.p
Rents - Learning Disability Accommodation
151 Holbeck
Per week per
96.47
99.75
bedroom
9 Portman Close
Per week per
96.47
99.75
bedroom
Service Charges
151 Holbeck, 9 Portman
Per week per
13.59
14.05
bedroom
Waymead
Rent
Per week per
156.06
161.37
bedroom
Service Charge
Per week per
27.76
28.70
bedroom
Fuel*
Per week per
5.80
6.00
bedroom
Water*
Per week per
6.80
7.03
bedroom
Easthampstead Mobile Home Park
Water Charge*
48.07
Site Rent
Per week
49.70
* These charges will be uplifted in line with fee increases from utility companies, RPI is assumed.
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%
3.4%
3.4%

3.4%

3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

3.4%
3.4%

( ITEM )
TO:

THE EXECUTIVE
18 DECEMBER 2018

CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2019/2020 - 2021/2022
(Borough Treasurer/Chief Executive)
1

PURPOSE OF DECISION

1.1

Under the Council’s constitution, the Executive is required to consult on its detailed
budget proposals with the Council’s Overview & Scrutiny Commission and any other
interested parties or individuals for a period of at least six weeks. This report
summarises the current position on the Council’s Capital Programme budget
preparations for 2019/20.

1.2

This report draws together each department’s proposals so that the Executive can
agree a draft capital programme for 2019/20-2021/22 as the basis for consultation.
In compiling the draft programme the main focus is inevitably on determining the
requirements for 2019/20, although future year’s schemes do also form an important
part of the programme.

1.3

The financial implications of the recommendations in this report are reflected in the
subsequent report on the Council’s draft revenue budget. Any revisions to the
proposals put forward by each service would also need to be reflected in that report
which will also be published as the basis for consultation following the Executive’s
meeting.

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
That the Executive:

2.1

Approves, for consultation, a Council funded capital programme of £13.751m
for 2019/20 as set out in paragraph 5.17 and summarised in Annex A,
including the new schemes listed in Annexes B – E.

2.2

Approves, for consultation, the inclusion of £11.436m of expenditure to be
externally funded as outlined in paragraph 5.17.

2.3

Approves, for consultation, the inclusion of £1.025m of expenditure to be
funded from S106 as outlined in paragraph 5.18.

2.4

Approves, for consultation, the inclusion of an additional budget of £1m for
Invest-to-Save schemes.

2.5

Approves a supplementary capital approval in 2018/19 of £0.25m for the
relocation of the Education Centre to the Open Learning Centre as set out in
para 5.20, funded from the capital receipt generated from the disposal of
Easthampstead Park Conference Centre.

2.6

Approves the granting of a loan of £68,000 to the South Hill Park Trust on the
terms set on in paragraph 5.21 to help fund improvement works that will
enable further income generating activities and help the Trust secure its
medium-term financial position.
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2.7

Approve the virements set out in Annex F to reflect the changed needs and
priorities within the Schools Capital Programme.

2.8

Approves the Capital Strategy as outlined in para 5.22 and attached in Annex
G

3

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

The reasons for the recommendations are set out in the report.

4

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED

4.1

The alternative options are considered in the report.

5

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Capital Resources

5.1

Each year the Council agrees a programme of capital schemes. In the past these
schemes have been funded from these main sources:
•
•
•
•

the Council’s capital receipts
Government Grants
other external contributions
internal and external borrowing

5.2

The Council’s total usable capital receipts at 31st March 2018 are zero as all receipts
have been applied to fund prior capital investment – all receipts during 2018/19 will
be used to finance the 2018/19 Capital Programme. The Council is partly reliant on
capital receipts and other contributions to fund its capital programme, although
interest generated from capital receipts can also help support the revenue budget in
the short term – however with investment rates at historic lows it makes more
economic sense to offset borrowing.

5.3

The proposed capital programme for 2019/20 has been developed, therefore, on the
assumption that it will be funded by a combination of Government grants, other
external contributions and borrowing in addition to capital receipts. Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) contributions and some small miscellaneous property sales
should enable £5m of the capital programme to be funded from receipts. Internal
resources will be used in the first instance and borrowing from external sources (e.g.
the PWLB) will be used only when necessary. The financing costs associated with
the General Fund Capital Programme have been provided for in the Council’s
revenue budget plans which also appear on tonight’s agenda.

5.4

New Schemes
Within the general financial framework outlined above, Service Departments have
considered new schemes for inclusion within the Council’s Capital Programme for
2019/20 – 2021/22. Given that both capital and revenue resources are under
pressure, each Department has evaluated and prioritised proposed schemes into
broad categories in line with the Council’s agreed Asset Management Plan
approach. Having done this, only the very highest priority schemes and
programmes are being recommended for inclusion in the Capital Programme.
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5.5

5.6

Other Unavoidable & Committed schemes
This category covers schemes which must proceed to ensure that the Council is not
left open to legal sanction and includes items relating to health and safety issues,
new legislation etc. Committed schemes also include those that have been started
as part of the 2018/19 Capital Programme. Also included within this category are
those schemes that were previously funded from the General Fund Revenue
Account, but which by their nature could be legitimately capitalised, thereby
reducing pressure on the revenue budget. Schemes in this category form the first
call on the available capital resources.
Maintenance (Improvements and capitalised repairs)
A review has been made of the condition of the Council’s property assets to arrive at
an estimate of the outstanding maintenance works required. An assessment is
made of the state of each building element and its repair priority with a condition
rating and repair urgency as follows.
Definition of Condition Categories:
A: Good – Performing as intended and operating efficiently.
B: Satisfactory – Performing as intended but showing minor deterioration.
C: Poor – Showing major defects and/or not operating as intended.
D: Bad – Life expired and/or serious risk of imminent failure.
Priority:
1

2

3

4

5.7

Urgent works that will prevent immediate closure of premises and/or
address an immediate high risk to the health and safety of the
occupants and/or remedy a serious breach of legislation.
Essential work required within two years that will prevent serious
deterioration of the fabric or services and/or address a medium risk to
the health & safety of the occupants and/or a minor breach of the
legislation.
Desirable work required within 3 to 5 years that will prevent
deterioration of the fabric or services and/or address a low risk to the
health & safety of the occupants and/or a minor breach of the
legislation.
Long-term work required beyond a period of 5 years that will prevent
deterioration of the fabric or services.

The figures below are based on the information held in the council’s property
management system. They have been adjusted to exclude those works that are
already budgeted for within existing 2018/19 schools and corporate planned
maintenance programmes.
The priorities can be broken down as follows:
Maintenance Backlog 2019/20
£
(000)
Schools

Corporate Properties

Priority 1C & 1D
Priority 2C & 2D
Lower Priorities

3,105
16,042
30,530

Priority 1C & 1D

1,856
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£
(000)

49,677

Priority 2C & 2D
Lower Priorities
Total

5.8

5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12

3,964
6,131

11,951
61,628

The overall maintenance liability has increased from £50.4m in 2018/19 to £61.6m.
However, the increase is seen in the Schools portfolio and these figures are
currently being reviewed and further testing carried out. There have been notable
inflationary increases in the construction industry over the last few years. As the
Council is now running a five year programme of condition surveys, some of the
older data was quickly becoming out-of-date and, as a consequence, adjustments
have been applied to that data to bring it up to date. Secondly, the nature of the
condition surveys has evolved such that more emphasis is now given to predicting
the need for works further in advance than was previously the case. This is partly
because of the five year programme approach mentioned above and partly because
the asset management package that is now used to manage this data lends itself to
better recording. What this means is that much of the value attributed to lower
priority works is for things that are likely to be required over the next several years.
The exact time span varies from one item to the next. Because of the five year
survey cycle, it has taken a while for the impact of these changes to manifest
themselves. Finally, some buildings are deteriorating faster than they can be fixed
with the funds that are typically available. In some cases, this means that the work
required becomes more expensive the longer it is left unattended. In determining
the amount of funding to be made available for maintenance, a balance needs to be
struck between short-term affordability and longer-term costs that will arise if assets
are allowed to deteriorate significantly.
Schools
The Schools Maintenance Programme is funded from the Capital Maintenance grant
allocation from the Department for Education (DfE). Identified planned maintenance
for 2019/20 will be drawn from building condition surveys carried out by the
Council’s Managing Partner Atkins Ltd and there is approximately £3.105m of
Priority 1 (Urgent) planned maintenance works in schools on the current building
condition surveys.
A Schools Planned Works Programme of £1.499m is being put forward based on
the level of grant expected to be received from DfE. This includes Planned
Maintenance, Fire Safety, Asbestos and Legionella works which is normally funded
from DfE Schools Capital Maintenance Grant. The programme of works will be
matched to the available budget.
Non-schools
In line with the policy adopted last year the Asset Management Group has
considered only those works that fall within categories 1C and 1D. Given the
financial constraints on both the revenue and capital budgets an allocation of
£1.050m is recommended to address the most pressing 1C &1D priorities. From an
initial analysis of the work required it is clear that some works, whilst urgent, cannot
be legitimately capitalised and must be met from a revenue budget. An allowance of
£200,000 is available in the 2019/20 Revenue Budget proposals to meet these
liabilities.
The implications of failing to maintain Council buildings and to address the backlog
will be a significant issue for the Council over the coming years and efforts will be
focussed on ensuring that the highest priority items are tackled first, that efficiencies
are maximised in the procurement of works and that maintenance which will result in
energy efficiencies are undertaken through the invest-to-save programme.
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5.13

5.14

5.15

Rolling programmes
These programmes cover more than one year and give a degree of certainty for
forward planning schemes to improve service delivery. They make an important
contribution towards the Council’s established Asset Management Plans.
Other Desirable Schemes
In addition to the schemes identified in the above categories, each service has
requested funding for other high priority schemes that meet the needs and
objectives of their service. The net cost of schemes which attract partial external
funding are included in the schemes put forward.
Invest-To-Save Schemes
These are schemes where the additional revenue income or savings arising from
their implementation exceeds the Council’s borrowing costs. In the past the Council
has allocated £1m per annum to fund potential Invest-to-Save (ITS) schemes that
may present themselves during the year. Any unspent budget is not carried forward
and as such a request is made each year to enable new schemes (below £0.4m) to
be brought forward and approved by Corporate Management Team. There have
been no schemes approved to date however a number of schemes are being
reviewed and may come forward in the current financial year.
Capital Programme 2019/20 – 2021/22

5.16

A summary of the cost of new schemes proposed by Departments is set out in the
table below and in Annex A. A detailed list of suggested schemes within the draft
capital programme, together with a brief description of each project, for each service
is included in Annexes B – E.

5.17

Total Council funding for schemes amounts to £13.751m. Of this total, schemes
amounting to £7.7m have been committed in previous years and funding allowed for
– the largest of these being the Heathlands project. As such new expenditure that
will need to be met from the council’s available funding sources amounts to
£6.051m in 2019/20.

Capital Programme 2019/20-2021/22
Annex

Service Area

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

2021/22
£000

B

Delivery

6,224

3,360

3,360

C

People

14,523

0

0

D

Central Directorates

4,140

1,120

920

E

Non Departmental

300

300

300

Total Capital Programme

25,187

4,780

4,580

less Externally Funded schemes

11,436

2,445

2,445

Council Funded Programme

13,751

2,335

2,135

Less Previously Committed schemes

7,700

0

0

Total request for Council funding

6,051

2,335

2,135
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Externally Funded Schemes
5.18

A number of external funding sources are also available to fund schemes within the
capital programme. External support has been identified from two main sources:
Government Grants
A number of capital schemes attract specific grants. It is proposed that all such
schemes should be included in the capital programme at the level of external
funding that is available.
A significant element of the grant-funded capital programme relates to the planned
investment in Schools. The schools investment programme included in this report
reflects the highest priority schemes identified by the Department and the Education
Capital Programme Board. However as a result in a change to the capital funding
formula and the perceived relative need for school places in Bracknell compared to
other areas of the country, the Council has received no Basic Needs Grant (BNG) in
2018/19 and is expecting a relatively small allocation in 2019/20 of £0.735m.
However the Council has clear need for investment in school places in the Borough
and has identified a number of schemes that require funding in the coming years
and are set out in Annex B. The available BNG will be applied to fund these
schemes and the shortfall will be met from Council funding.
A second key constituent of capital grant funding relates to the Highway
Maintenance and the Integrated Transport Block totalling £1.92m for 2019/20. A
matched funding bid has also been accepted for the work on Downshire Way – this
will attract grant of £2.29m to be matched with £0.2m of Council funding and
developer contributions.
Section 106 (£1.025m)
Each year the Council enters into a number of agreements under Section 106 of the
Town & Country Planning Act 1990 by which developers make a contribution
towards the cost of providing facilities and infrastructure that may be required as a
result of their development. Usually the monies are given for work in a particular
area and/or for specific projects
Officers have identified a number of schemes that could be funded from Section 106
funds in 2019/20, where funding becomes available. These are summarised below
Department

Schemes

Budget
£000

Central Directorates
Delivery
Central Directorates
People

Local Transport Plan
Potential Leisure & Culture
SANGS
Various School Schemes
Total

5.19

500
125
150
250
1,025

On-going Revenue Costs
Schemes may have associated on-going revenue costs and tend to become
payable in the year after implementation. As such will be included within the
Council’s Commitment Budget for 2019/20. These total £12,000 and relate to the
licence and maintenance contracts associated with the new IT hardware investment.
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5.20

5.21

5.22

5.23

5.24

Supplementary Capital Approval 2018/19 – Relocation of Education Centre
The Education Centre at Easthampstead Park Conference Centre provides a base
for specialist advisors alongside a venue for meetings to both internal and external
customers and a resource centre for schools offering books and learning resources.
The lease disposal of the Conference Centre has necessitated the relocation of this
service to the Open Learning Centre (OLC) by early April 2019. In order to facilitate
this, it will be necessary to refurbish areas of the OLC and to invest in IT and
furniture. Additional parking will also be needed to accommodate the increased
levels of activity and meetings. The cost of these work will be £0.25m, which will be
funded as a commitment against the capital receipt received from the sale of the
Conference Centre. The Executive is asked to release this funding during the
current year to enable the timetable to vacate the conference centre to be met.
Alongside this work, an upgrade to the cafeteria and kitchens at the OLC is planned
to create a learning kitchen to teach pupils with special needs life skills they need to
be independent in adulthood and which can support them in employment. This work
will be funded from the Special Provision Capital Fund grant..
Supplementary Capital Approval 2018/19 – Loan to South Hill Park Trust
The Council’s Transformation review of the Arts resulted in the level of grant
provided by the Council to SHP reducing gradually from 2017/18 to 2019/20. In
order to assist the Trust in generating additional income from the facility, the Council
approved in its 2017/18 capital programme funding for investment in the facility
totalling £190,000. This would enable the final grant reduction of £75,000 in
2019/20 included in the Commitment Budget to be accommodated, recognising the
potential to generate additional income. A further sum of £68,000 is now required
for these improvement works, which the Trust has requested as a loan from the
Council as soon as possible in order that the works can be completed. It is
proposed that the Executive agrees to this, based on equal repayments at 6 monthly
intervals over 20 years at nil interest rate. The Trust has also requested that the
Council continues its historic practice of funding essential capital works required to
the building for the time being, in order to enable it to build up sufficient reserves
over the coming years to be able to afford them as they arise. No specific sum has
been identified at this time for such works.
Capital Strategy
The CIPFA revised 2017 Prudential and Treasury Management Codes require, for
2019-20, all local authorities to prepare an additional report, a capital strategy
report, which will provide the following:
• a high-level long term overview of how capital expenditure, capital financing
and treasury management activity contribute to the provision of services
• an overview of how the associated risk is managed
• the implications for future financial sustainability
The aim of this capital strategy is to ensure that all elected members on the full
Council fully understand the overall long-term policy objectives and resulting capital
strategy requirements, governance procedures and risk appetite. This is attached in
Annex G
Funding Options
The Council introduced CIL in April 2015. It is difficult to estimate the potential
amount of CIL that will be generated as this will depend on the delivery of additional
housing development in the Borough, which is to a large extent outside of the
control of the authority. However based on the most recent housing trajectory
estimates and knowledge of development schemes that will come forward in the
next 18 months, it is estimated that £4m is an appropriate assumption for 2019/20.
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5.25

The proposed capital programme for 2019/20 has been developed, therefore, on the
assumption that it will be funded by a combination of approximately £5m of capital
receipts (CIL and other miscellaneous property disposals), Government grants,
other external contributions and borrowing. The financing costs associated with the
Capital Programme have been provided for in the Council’s revenue budget plans.

5.26

Any capital expenditure approved over and above capital receipts and external
contributions will require the Council to borrow externally. The timing of this will
depend on the level of surplus cash held by the Council which will be used in the
first instance to fund the Capital Programme commitments. Any external borrowing
will require a sum to be set aside Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) in addition to
an interest charge depending on the maturity of the loan.

5.27

Current long-term borrowing rates are approximately 2.75% and as such the
programme as it stands will have a revenue impact of £0.014m in 2019/20 and a full
–year ongoing impact of £0.029m in future years with regards to interest. The MRP
charge reflects the life of individual assets that are being funded – the charge is not
payable until the year after the assets come into being. The MRP charge in relation
to the capital programme for 2019/20 is estimated to be £0.4m and will be charged
in 2020/21.

5.28

Following the introduction of the Prudential Borrowing regime local authorities are
able to determine the level of their own capital expenditure with regard only to
affordability on the revenue account. In practice this represents the amount of
borrowing they can afford to finance, and will necessitate taking a medium-term
view of revenue income streams and capital investment needs.

5.29

To achieve its aim of ensuring that capital investment plans are affordable, prudent
and sustainable, the Local Government Act requires all local authorities to set and
keep under review a series of prudential indicators included in the CIPFA Prudential
Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities. The Capital Programme
recommended in this report can be sustained and is within the prudential guidelines.
Full Council will need to agree the prudential indicators for 2019/20 to 2021/22 in
February 2019, alongside its consideration of the specific budget proposals for
2019/20 and the Council’s medium-term financial prospects.

5.30

If any amendments are made to the capital programme, the revenue consequences
will need to be adjusted accordingly. Executive Members will therefore need to
consider the impact of the capital programme as part of the final revenue budget
decisions. Members will need to carefully balance the level of the Capital
Programme in future years against other revenue budget pressures and a thorough
review, including the prioritisation of those schemes planned for 2020/21 onwards,
will need to be undertaken during next summer.

6

ADVICE RECEIVED FROM STATUTORY AND OTHER OFFICERS

6.1

6.2

Borough Solicitor
The authorisation for incurring capital expenditure by local authorities is contained in
the legislation covering the service areas. Controls on capital expenditure are
contained in the Local Government Act 2003 and regulations made thereunder.
Borough Treasurer
The financial implications are contained within the report.
Equalities Impact Assessment
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6.3

6.4

The Council’s final budget proposals will potentially impact on all areas of the
community. A detailed consultation process is planned in order to provide
individuals and groups with the opportunity to comment on the draft proposals. This
will ensure that in making final recommendations, the Executive can be made aware
of the views of a broad section of residents and service users. Where necessary,
impact assessments on specific schemes within the capital programme will be
undertaken before work commences.
Strategic Risk Management Issues
The most significant risk facing the Council is the impact of the capital programme
on the revenue budget. The scale of the Council’s Capital Programme for 2019/20
will impact upon the revenue budget and will itself be subject to consultation over
the coming weeks. All new spending on services will need to be funded from new
capital receipts or borrowing. The generation of capital receipts in future years may
mitigate the impact on the revenue budget, but as the timing and scale of these
receipts is uncertain their impact is unlikely to be significant.

6.5

There are also a range of risks that are common to all capital projects which include:
• Tender prices exceeding the budget
• Planning issues and potential delays
• Uncertainty of external funding
• Building delays due to unavailability of materials or inclement weather
• Availability of staff with appropriate skills to implement schemes

6.6

These can be managed through the use of appropriate professional officers and
following best practice in project management techniques. The report also identifies
the risk associated with the shortfall in maintenance expenditure compared to that
identified by the latest condition surveys. With only those highest priorities receiving
funding in 2019/20, there will be a further build up in the maintenance backlog and a
risk that the deterioration in Council assets will hamper the ability to deliver good
services.

7

CONSULTATION

7.1

The Overview & Scrutiny Commission will be consulted on the budget proposals
and may also choose to direct specific issues to individual overview and scrutiny
panels. Targeted consultation exercises will be undertaken with business rate
payers, the Schools Forum, town and parish councils and voluntary organisations.
Comments and views will be sought on both the overall budget package and on the
detailed budget proposals. In addition, this report and all the supporting information
are publicly available to any individual or group who wish to comment on any
proposal included within it. To facilitate this, the full budget package will be placed
on the Council’s web site at http://consult.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/portal. There will
also be a dedicated mailbox to collect comments.

7.2

The timetable for the approval of the 2019/20 Budget is as follows.
Executive agree proposals as basis for consultation
Consultation period

18 December 2018
19 December 2018 30 January 2018

Executive considers representations made and
recommends budget.
Council considers Executive budget proposals

12 February 2019
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27 February 2019

Background Papers
None
Contact for further information
Stuart McKellar – 01344 352180
stuart.mckellar@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
Calvin Orr – 01344 352125
calvin.orr@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
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ANNEXE A

CAPITAL PROGRAMME - ALL DEPARTMENTS

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

2021/22
£000

TOTAL
£000

6,224

3,360

3,360

12,944

14,523

0

0

14,523

4,140

1,120

920

6,180

300

300

300

900

Total Capital Programme

25,187

4,780

4,580

34,547

External Funding

10,701

2,445

2,445

15,591

735

0

0

735

13,751

2,335

2,135

18,221

Delivery
People
Central Directorates
Non-Departmental

DfE Basic Needs Grant - Schools
Council Funding
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ANNEXE C
CAPITAL PROGRAMME - PEOPLE
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

TOTAL

£000

£000

£000

£000

7,000

0

0

7,000

7,000

0

0

7,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7,000

0

0

7,000

3,000

0

0

3,000

3,000

0

0

3,000

3,000

0

0

3,000

10,000

0

0

10,000

Committed
Heathlands

Unavoidable
No Schemes

Maintenance
Non-School Schemes

Rolling Programme / Other Desirable
No Schemes
Total

TOTAL REQUEST FOR COUNCIL FUNDING

External Funding - Other
Heathlands

TOTAL EXTERNAL FUNDING

TOTAL CAPITAL PROGRAMME
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PEOPLE DIRECTORATE
2019/20 Capital Programme Bids
No New Funding Bids
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Action may fall behind schedule

Action is no longer applicable
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-

Not yet updated

Performance indicators
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More than 10% from target
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Section 1: Where we are now
Director’s overview
This is my first commentary as Executive Director People. It has been interesting to read and
understand performance across the new Directorate although still reported as two separate
Directorates.
We have aligned the leadership team with three staff stepping up into new roles. I am really
pleased that we have been able to secure quality, skills and a local contextual knowledge in
doing this.
The structure diagram below highlights Assistant Director (AD) roles for the interim period
until permanent roles are appointed to. The adverts will be published shortly. I am really
pleased to announce that Sonia Johnson steps up to Interim AD Children’s Social Care
operations. Hannah Doherty step’s up to Interim AD Early Help and Communities. Finally
that Melanie O’Rourke and Tony Dwyer step up as a job share into the AD Adults Social
care operations role. These colleagues join Lisa McNally, Thom Wilson and Rachel Morgan
as the permanent directorate team members.
This is hugely exciting and gives us a real opportunity to align services and create a dynamic
new Directorate.
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Highlights and remedial action
Good performance
4.3.01 Enhance the emotional health and wellbeing of children and young people through
the commissioning of online counselling structured sessions in schools and interactive social
media projects (similar to 4.3.09) - Uptake and utilisation of Kooth remains good, with
excellent feedback. Also working with CCG to ensure the next version of the Local
Transformation Plan includes a significant focus on prevention.
4.3.06 Continue to develop and deliver the offer of support to resident run community groups
with the aim of building community resilience - The Community Expo event was held in Q2
which brought together many of the resident run groups we are supporting. Very well
attended and, on the basis of excellent feedback, another event is planned for the Spring
2019. Our Community Development work is also shortlisted as a finalist in the LGA Digital
Innovation Programme.
4.3.07 Ensure a range of effective health improvement services are available, including
support for weight management, physical activity and a refocused programme aimed at
reducing smoking - The #MovingCan physical activity campaign, run in collaboration with the
Integrate Care System (ICS), led to a significant increase in visits to our 'Get Active'
webpage and increased uptake of our 'Fit for All' community groups (focused on increasing
fitness, strength and balance). New groups have been opened to accommodate increased
demand.
4.3.08 Develop a strong range of digital services aimed at supporting healthy and active
lives, with a particular emphasis on social media based innovation - Uptake of all digital
services and portals remains high.
OF1b2A Percentage of people using social care who receive direct payments – figures
showing a 1.3% increase on previous quarter and are 5.5% above target.
Areas for improvement
Number of household nights in B&B accommodation - The Homelessness Reduction Act
2017 came into force in April 2018. The fluctuation in numbers is also as a result of the
effects of changes arising from the legislation; due to a higher number of approached to the
Local Authority since April.
L178

NI181 Time taken in number of days to process Housing Benefit or Council Tax Benefit new
claims and change events – figures showing 9 days against target of 8 days; year-to-date
position is 8.12 days
1.7.22 Adult Social Care 2018-19 transformation savings commitments delivered - The
ASCH&H Transformation programme has delivered in-year savings of £798k in long-term
provided care costs at Month 6. Extrapolation of this suggests that in-year savings by the
end of the year will be £977k. However, this is offset by in-year pressures of £461k
4.6.01 Review the model of providing DAAT services and implement any improvement
identified - The work on reviewing and revising the group programme has been completed.
The new programme will commence on 6th November.
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7.1.11 Whole life disabilities service design proposal and options produced - This has been
reprioritised to reflect the dependency on the agreed timescales to design and implement
the new People Directorate. A revised timescale for this action needs to be agreed as part
of the People Directorate work programme. The scope of the new Learning Disabilities
Approaching Adulthood Team has been extended to include all customer groups
transitioning from Childrens Service to Adults. This is in line with the evolving People
Directorate.
7.1.21 Development and implementation of plan for the Personal Assistant (PA) market Over the last quarter, Information and Awareness raising sessions have been held between
the agency responsible for provision of self-employed PAs and the Adult and Learning
Disability Teams. This has highlighted some concerns and limitations on the extent and
ability of the current commissioned PA service to meet the needs of the Department in the
medium term. As a consequence, over the next period the project is to be re-evaluated, to
ascertain whether the assumptions in the original Business case are still relevant.
7.1.23 Develop a new Market Position Statement and work with voluntary sector to identify
gaps - Progress has been made, however some milestones’ are now behind schedule.
The council is continuing to engage with service providers across all sectors as we improve
the way that we commission services. For example meetings are taking place as part of a
review of the way that the council works with voluntary and community sector organisations,
and this will feed into the development of the Market Position Statement.
Audits and Risks
No audits were identified this quarter.
There were no significant changes to the risk register this quarter

Budget position
Revenue Budget
The quarter two forecast is a £0.089 million overspend which is an improvement of £0.282
million from the prior quarter. The largest area of expenditure is purchased social care which
currently shows an overspend of £0.730 million. This includes inflationary increases given to
community care providers in August. The threat of additional costs from the court ruling on
sleep-ins and the national minimum wage has receded following a decision by the Court of
Appeal, though there is a further appeal by trade unions.
Additional funding of £240 million for winter pressures in social care nationally was recently
announced by the Government. At the time of writing we have not heard how much of this
funding will be for Bracknell or whether there will be conditions attached to its use.
Therefore, this potential funding is not included within the forecast.
The overspend on purchased social care is largely offset by underspends elsewhere. In
particular, there is an underspend in Housing Benefits due to the level of overpayments
identified, and staff vacancies in Adult Social Care and Housing operations, as well as at
senior management level.
There is also currently a forecast underspend on the Public Health Grant of £0.472 million.
This underspend is ring-fenced and so does not form part of the forecast outturn.
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Capital Budget
The largest capital budget relates to the loan to Downshire Homes for the purchase of
property to provide accommodation for homeless families. Eight properties have been
purchased this financial year and 16 more are in progress.
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Section 2: Strategic Themes

Value for money
Action
Due Date Status Comments
1.2 The cost, quality and delivery mechanism of all services will be reviewed by
2019
1.2.19 Design and implement a People
Directorate that brings Adult Social Care,
Health & Housing and Children, Young
People & Learning services into a single
directorate structure (T)

31/03/2019

1.2.21 Joint commissioning and
transformation function (T)

31/03/2019

The People Directorate is
now in place with a single
Executive Directorate and
management team.
Recruitment to remaining
permanent posts is expected
to being in Q3. Further work
will focus on alignment and
integration of functions to
ensure all opportunities of
new structure can be
realised.
Development of the joint
commissioning function
remains on track. There is
currently a Rapid
Improvement Team
identifying improvements and
making changes to
commissioning approaches.
Consultation on future
structures is expected to
begin in Q3.

1.7 Spending is within budget
1.7.22 Adult Social Care 2018-19
transformation savings commitments
delivered (T)

31/03/2019
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The ASCH&H
Transformation programme
has delivered in-year savings
of £798k in long-term
provided care costs at Month
6. Extrapolation of this
suggests that in-year savings
by the end of the year will be
£977k. However, this is offset
by in-year pressures of
£461k
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People live active & healthy lifestyles
Action
Due Date Status Comments
4.3 Comprehensive public health programmes aimed at adults and young people,
including smoking cessation, weight management and sexual health are in place
4.3.01 Enhance the emotional health and
wellbeing of children and young people
through the commissioning of online
counselling structured sessions in schools
and interactive social media projects (E)

31/03/2019

4.3.06 Continue to develop and deliver the
offer of support to resident run community
groups with the aim of building community
resilience

31/03/2019

4.3.07 Ensure a range of effective health
improvement services are available,
including support for weight management,
physical activity and a refocused
programme aimed at reducing smoking

31/03/2019

4.3.08 Develop a strong range of digital
services aimed at supporting healthy and
active lives, with a particular emphasis on
social media based innovation
4.3.09 Enhance the emotional health and
wellbeing of children and young people
through the commissioning of online
counselling as well as projects aimed at
reducing stigma and increasing emotional
literacy

31/03/2019

31/03/2019
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Uptake and utilisation of
Kooth remains good, with
excellent feedback. Also
working with CCG to ensure
the next version of the
Local Transformation Plan
includes a significant focus
on prevention.
The Community Expo event
was held in Q2 which
brought together many of
the resident run groups we
are supporting. Very well
attended and, on the basis
of excellent feedback,
another event is planned for
the Spring 2019. Our
Community Development
work is also shortlisted as a
finalist in the LGA Digital
Innovation Programme.
The #MovingCan physical
activity campaign, run in
collaboration with the
Integrated Care System
(ICS), led to a significant
increase in visits to our 'Get
Active' webpage and
increased uptake of our 'Fit
for All' community groups
(focused on increasing
fitness, strength and
balance). New groups have
been opened to
accommodate increased
demand.
Uptake of all digital services
and portals remains high.

Uptake and utilisation of
Kooth remains good, with
excellent feedback. Also
working with CCG to ensure
the next version of the
Local Transformation Plan
includes a significant focus
on prevention.
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4.4 Personal choices available to allow people to live at home are increased
4.4.12 Develop personal housing plans for 31/04/2018
customers who face homelessness

4.4.13 Provide capital funding to the Holly 31/03/2019
House scheme to secure accommodation
for young single homeless people
4.4.14 Increase the accommodation
31/03/2019
available for people with learning
disabilities (E)
4.4.15 Implement new overpayment
recovery contract to minimise impact on
individual's financial position

31/03/2019

4.4.16 Further developments towards
personalised health and care (T)
4.4.17 Develop new housing options for
older people

31/07/2018

4.4.18 Develop new housing options for
people with learning disabilities

31/03/2019

31/03/2019

All clients who approach us
who are Eligible, threatened
with homelessness within
56 days (prevention duty)/
are homeless (relief duty)
are issued with Personal
Housing plans. These are
reviewed regularly based
on the housing need and
the actions arising from
them. I carry out a random
monthly Audit of this on
Abritas and pick 10 clients
on the system either under
prevention or relief duty and
check there is a copy of the
personal Housing Plan
attached to the file notes. I
record these on a simple
spreadsheet.
Capital funding now
provided and good working
relationships continue
We are working with a
registered provider to
secure accommodation
required.
Overpayment contract
awarded to Reigate &
Banstead council for 2
years.
Action completed.
A review of Housing & Care
opportunities has now been
completed and handed over
to the Integrated Care &
System. Local authority and
health representatives have
met to discuss
recommendations and will
be shaping and
communicating a plan in
Q3.
A review of Housing with
Care has now been
completed and handed over
to the Integrated Care &
System. Local authority and
health representatives have
met to discuss
recommendations and will
be shaping and
communicating a plan in
Q3.

4.6 Integration of council health services care pathways for long term conditions
is increased
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4.6.01 Review the model of providing
DAAT services and implement any
improvement identified

31/03/2019

4.6.02 Review the effectiveness of the
Breaking Free online element of the
DAAT service by monitoring the number
of people accessing the service in this
way and the outcomes achieved

31/03/2019

4.6.10 Identify suitable venues across
Bracknell Forest in community services
such as GP surgeries and libraries in
order to make substance misuse services
more accessible (E)

31/03/2019

4.6.11 Support the delivery of services
which promote independence, reduce
delayed transfers of care and develop
hospital avoidance schemes

31/03/2019

4.6.12 Integrated health and care
workforce development plans produced
and approved by all partner organisations
(STP) (T)

31/03/2019

4.6.13 Integrated models of care delivery
hubs (STP) (T)

31/03/2019
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The work on reviewing and
revising the group
programme has been
completed. The new
programme will commence
on 6th November.
A total of 13 cards have
been activated in quarter 2
which is the highest number
in any quarter since the
service commenced.
63.6% of the people that
activated cards listed
alcohol as their main
substance of choice, 18.2%
drugs and 18.2% reported
using drugs and alcohol.
54.5% of the cards were
activated by females and
72.7% of the cards were
activated by people
classing themselves as
white British. 80% of the
people activating cards had
completed treatment and it
would be fair to assume
that they are using Breaking
Free Online as a tool to
prevent relapse. 61.9% of
the access to the online
service was outside of
normal operating hours and
the busiest day for access
was Mondays.
A new outreach service will
commence in Sandhurst
during quarter 3. We are
still providing an outreach
service in Ascot. Our
health and wellbeing nurse
is providing a weekly drop
in at one of then local
community churches.
Discharge to Assess (Home
First) in place and the
system are looking at how
community hospital beds
can be utilised as step
down beds over the winter
period.
Workforce development
plans are in the process of
being developed and work
continues across Frimley
STP footprint to develop
health and social care roles
fit for the future.
Enhanced ICS now in
place. Action completed.
Page 10

4.7 Accessibility and availability of mental health services for young people and
adults is improved
4.7.06 Develop and deliver a new
community network to support individuals
with Mental Health needs gain
independence through engaging with
community assets and resources (E)

31/03/2019
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The number of requests for
Network support received
during Q2 18/19 was 49.
(September: 19, August:
13, July: 17). The majority
of these came from the
Community Mental Health
Team (CMHT), Common
Point of Entry (CPE) and
the Community Mental
Health Team for Older
Adults. The Network’s
waitlist currently stands at
6-8 weeks (down from peak
of 13 weeks). Currently the
aggregate active caseload
across the three Network
Recovery Facilitation staff is
forty nine cases at any one
time. To increase this
capacity, an additional
Recovery Facilitator has
been recruited. It is hoped
they will be able to start for
the Network by late
November 2018.
As part of the work to
promote the Network to a
wider audience, Network
staff attended the Bracknell
and Wokingham College
Freshers Fair with a stand.
At the Fair, staff spoke to
100+ students about the
Network and mental health
issues. The Development
Manager also gave a
presentation about the
Network to the CCG event:
“Mental Wellbeing and You”
at the Morgan Centre in
Crowthrone. 50+ individuals
attended and the
presentation was well
received.
The BFCN will have a
presence at the Carer’s
Lunch being held at
Easthampstead Baptist
Church on Friday, 5th
October 2018.
The next Network Group
Meeting will take place at
the Open Learning Centre
on Friday, 5th October 2018
at Bracknell Forest Open
Learning Centre. There will
be talks from Bracknell
Page 11

Forest Council Libraries as
well as a BFCN-run craft
event to promote craft
activities in the community.
Since the rollout of
Universal Credit, the
Bracknell Forest Jobcentre
Plus (JCP) customer base
has changed considerably
with JCP staff noticing a
marked increase in
customers with mental
health issues. Working with
Lucy Bowman, JCP
Partnership Manager –
Bracknell and Slough, the
Development Manager will
attend a Mental Health
Forum at the Bracknell JCP
on Wednesday, 3rd
October 2018 to encourage
closer working between
Adult Social Care and
Bracknell Jobcentre.
The first of the Adult
Psycho-Education test
sessions focus on Anxiety
Management. The
Development Manager and
Clinical Team Lead have
developed the session’s
syllabus and learning
materials. Twenty-six
individuals currently or
previously known to
secondary mental health
services in Bracknell Forest
have been identified as
suitable to attend one the
two test session arranged
to take place at Coopers
Hill Community Centre on
Monday, 1st October 2018
and Thursday, 4th October
2018.
Eleven Individuals, who
have made a successful
recovery through the
support of the Network and
the wider CMHT, have been
identified to take part in the
testing of the Network’s
Peer-to-Peer scheme. The
Senior Recovery Facilitator
will contact the individuals
later in October 2018 to
ascertain if they would like
to engage with the Peer-toPeer scheme.
The next Mental Health
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Forum will take place on
Thursday, 11th October
2018 between 11:30-14:00
at Easthampstead Baptist
Church.
All of the activities
mentioned above are
having an effect in reducing
likelihood of supported
individuals needing future
secondary mental health
intervention and bed-based
provision, as seen from the
reduced waiting list for
CMHT Care Co-ordination.

Ind Ref Short Description

Previous
Figure

Current
figure

Current
Target

OF1c2a

Percentage of people using social care who
receive direct payments (Quarterly)

45.3%

46.6%

41.0%

L278

Percentage of adult social care records in the
Adult Social Care IT System that contain the
person's NHS number (Quarterly)

98.6%

98.5%

98%

L279

The number of young people who are newly
engaging with KOOTH (the online counselling
service for young people) (cumulative - new
plus existing registrations by end of year)
(Quarterly)

2,612

2,779

2,150

L280

The % of young people who receive a
response from KOOTH (the online counselling
service for young people) within 2 hours
(Quarterly)

100%

100%

100%

L309

Number of community groups worked with by
Public Health to develop their support to local
residents (Quarterly)

87

108

73

L310

Number of people accessing online Public
Health services via the Public Health portal
(Quarterly)

2,359

4,239

1,600

L311

Number of people actively engaged with Public
Health social media channels (Quarterly)

2,542

2,640

2,500
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Current
Status
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A clean, green, growing and sustainable place

Ind Ref Short Description

Previous
Figure

Current
figure

Current
Target

7 days

9 days
(8.12 days
ytd)

8 days

607

838

754 per
quarter

NI181

Time taken in number of days to process
Housing Benefit or Council Tax Benefit new
claims and change events (Quarterly)

L178

Number of household nights in B&B
accommodation (Quarterly)

L312

Number of families that have been in non self
contained accommodation for over 6 weeks at
quarter end (Bed & Breakfast) (Quarterly)

Not able to
report*

0

0

L313

Number of families that have been in non self
contained accommodation for over 6 weeks at
quarter end (Non Bed & Breakfast) (Quarterly)

Not able to
report*

3

14

Current
Status

-

-

*Due to a change in the IT module (required as change in legislation, Homeless Reduction Act 3rd
April 2018) that we use to record homeless and temporary accommodation data, we were unable to
report this indicator in Q1.
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Strong, safe, supportive and self-reliant communities
Action
Due Date Status Comments
6.6 Prevention of harm, reduce crime and disorder and make the town centre safe
6.6.02 Prevent harm to victims, offer
support to children and manage
perpetrators by holding monthly multiagency meetings to co-ordinate the
support and response for repeat and/or
standard/medium/high risk cases of
Domestic Abuse
6.6.03 Work with our partners to respond
to problem locations where crime and
disorder are causing disruption to
residents, businesses and our community
while also ensuring that support is offered
to residents who are at risk of exploitation

31/03/2019

These meetings take place
each month and referrals
are routinely referred in by
police and other partners.

31/03/2019

6.6.07 Ensure that support is offered to
residents who are at risk of exploitation

31/03/2019

These meetings continue to
be well attended with a
good flow of referrals from
partners. A PPSG
(Partnership ProblemSolving Group) information
card has been drawn up to
clarify the work of the group
and how to refer.
There are a number of
multi-agency groups that
respond to child victims
who are at risk of the
different types of
exploitation and ensure that
the support is matched to
the level of risk. There is
also a strategic group which
covers all exploitation to
children that steers the
programme of work and
ensures that we are using
best practice and
maximising safeguarding. A
new strategic programme of
work supporting victims of
Modern Slavery and
Exploitation has begun and
180 frontline BFC and
partner staff were trained in
June on how to identify,
refer and support victims.
Additional training for more
staff as well as Councillors
is planned. Support to any
victims identified will be
given by Thames Valley
Partnership who have
recently been
commissioned by the Police
and Crime Commissioner.
The Strategic Group will
ensure that the CSP
develops a robust response
to modern slavery including
support and disruption.
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6.6.04 Support regular multi-agency
offender management meetings to
prioritise intervention with offenders who
commit the most crime and cause most
harm to the community

31/03/2019

6.6.05 Lead on Prevent, having strategic
oversight of the action plan, co-ordinating
referrals to the Channel Panel and
supporting workforce training

31/03/2019

6.6.06 Work with the Lexicon, tenants and
partners to ensure that the town centre is
a safe place to be enjoyed by all

31/03/2019
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The IOM multi-agency
meeting continues to
operate successfully,
Coordinated and lead by
Laura Wright TVP & Justin
Whitlock BFC. Panel
meeting are held monthly,
leads and practitioners
liaise daily to deliver a
robust service to this
identified prolific cohort,
targeting intervention to the
'Seven Pathway' approach
to reducing recidivism.
These pathways are
1. Case Management &
Transition
2.Accomadation
3. ETE
4. Health
5. Substance Misuse
6. Families
7. Finance, Benefits & debt.
Prevent Steering Group
meets three times a year
and is attended by the
Head of Counter Terrorism
Policing South East.
Channel Panels are
scheduled monthly to coordinate interventions and
safeguarding to any
potential referrals.
However, if a referral
doesn't meet Channel
threshold, good practice is
employed and a
safeguarding review is
carried out to identify other
existing vulnerabilities and
appropriate referrals are
made. Work has begun on
developing the next Prevent
Plan and Strategy (2019 2022) for BFC in line with
the new Counter Terrorism
Bill and Contest Strategy.
These meetings continue to
take place monthly and are
well-supported and
effective. Issues such as
town centre ASB, cycling in
the town centre and
problem individuals are
discussed with actions put
in place to resolve them.
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Ind Ref Short Description

Previous
Figure

Current
figure

Current
Target

L030

Number of lifelines installed in the quarter
(Quarterly)

186

231

230 per
quarter

L031

Percentage of lifeline calls handled in 60
seconds in the quarter (Quarterly)

97.73%

97.78%

97.5% per
quarter

L185

Overall crime (Quarterly)

1,595

3,183

Reduction on
2017/18 in line
with CSP

L316

Forestcare - % of Lifeline demos within 7 days
of customer request (Quarterly)

98%

97%

95% per
quarter
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Current
Status

-
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Section 3: Operational Priorities
Action
Due Date
Adult Social Care Health & Housing
7.1.10 Use monthly budget monitoring
reports to identify and address any
emerging overspends promptly

31/03/2019

7.1.11 Whole life disabilities service
design proposal and options produced (T)

30/09/2018

7.1.12 Implementation of social
prescribing operating model (T)

30/09/2018

7.1.13 Working with the Clinical
Commissioning Group to further develop
an Integrated Care approach (T)

31/03/2019

7.1.14 Review and evaluate effectiveness
of the care practice quality assurance
panels (T)

30/06/2018

Status
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Comments
Systems and processes
are in place to review the
monthly budget monitoring
report to identify and track
emerging issues and
recovery actions.
This has been
reprioritised to reflect the
dependency on the
agreed timescales to
design and implement the
new People Directorate. A
revised timescale for this
action needs to be agreed
as part of the People
Directorate work
programme.
The scope of the new
Learning Disabilities
Approaching Adulthood
Team has been extended
to include all customer
groups transitioning from
Childrens Service to
Adults. This is in line with
the evolving People
Directorate.
Service continues and has
been integrated with other
programmes such as
smoking cessation to
provide a wider ranging,
holistic offer of health
improvement support to
residents.
The CCG has agreed to
progress the development
of an integrated
continuing health care
trusted assessor model
and BFC has been given
the mandate by the East
Berkshire system leaders
to lead the development
of an integrated operating
model proposal. The CCG
have also secured support
from NHSE or this
initiative
The Quality Assurance
and Monitoring Panel in
each of Adult Social Care
area have been reviewed.
Some changes have been
Page 18

7.1.15 Review and evaluate the impact of
the conversations approach to care
management practice and ensure it is
delivering the expected benefits (T)

30/06/2018

7.1.16 Review and evaluate the new
connections support function and
community connector role to determine
development requirements (T)
7.1.17 To reduce delayed transfers of
care and hospital admissions, deliver an
enhanced intermediate Care Service 7
days per week. (T)
7.1.18 Enhanced community intermediate
care service model implementation
completed (T)
7.1.19 Develop business case to support
redevelopment of Heathlands to provide
at least 44 bed space EMI scheme and 20
bed Discharge to Assess (D2A)

31/05/2018

7.1.20 Develop and implement a shared
lives scheme (T)

31/12/2018

7.1.21 Development and implementation
of plan for the Personal Assistant (PA)
market (T)

31/03/2019

made to ensure
consistency and quality
and the Quality and
Assurance Panels are
continually under review
The conversations
approach has evidenced a
reduction in demand for
new people requiring long
term support. Action
now completed.
Review where this
function best sits. No
change

31/03/2019

The performance for the
nd
2 quarter has seen an
improvement.

30/09/2018

Now in place – Action
completed.

30/09/2019

The design proposal is
being adjusted in
response to pre-planning
advice received from
planners. A draft business
case document has been
produced but cannot be
finalised until adjustments
to the design proposal
have been completed and
revised costings are
available. This information
is expected to be
available in November.
This objective is no longer
taking place. Further
analysis of the opportunity
that it presents
demonstrated insufficient
confidence in the
business case when
compared with the
investment of staff time
and money to create the
service.
Over the last quarter,
Information and
Awareness raising
sessions have been held
between the agency
responsible for provision
of self-employed PAs and
the Adult and Learning
Disability Teams. This
has highlighted some
concerns and limitations
on the extent and ability of
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7.1.22 Review of the Domiciliary Care
Gainshare Model (T)

30/10/2018

7.1.23 Develop a new Market Position
Statement and work with voluntary sector
to identify gaps (T)

31/12/2018

7.1.24 Strategic partner identified to
collaborate on the development of a
strategic solution that meets Council's
ambition for a digital care and wellbeing
marketplace (T)

30/06/2018

Ind Ref Short Description

Previous
Figure
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the current commissioned
PA service to meet the
needs of the Department
in the medium term.
As a consequence, over
the next period the project
is to be re-evaluated, to
ascertain whether the
assumptions in the
original Business case are
still relevant.
A considerable amount of
work is continuing in
relation to the Community
Based Support
framework. A work shop
in July shared findings of
a review with providers
and agreed priorities for
improvement.
The commissioning team
is continuing to work with
providers to make
improvement. These have
included improvements to
monitoring and contract
management during Q2.
Progress has been made,
however some
milestones’ are now
behind schedule. The
council is continuing to
engage with service
providers across all
sectors as we improve the
way that we commission
services. For example
meetings are taking place
as part of a review of the
way that the council works
with voluntary and
community sector
organisations, and this will
feed into the development
of the Market Position
Statement.
Action completed

Current
figure

Current
Target

Current
Status
Page 20

Ind Ref Short Description
L033

The % of customers receiving the correct
amount to benefit (Quarterly)

Previous
Figure

Current
figure

Current
Target

96.7%

97.2%

98%
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Current
Status
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Section 4: Staff Sickness
Section

Total staff

Number of
days sickness

Quarter 2
average per
employee

2018/19
annual average
per employee

3

0

0

0

Adult Social Care

213

461

2.16

10.66

Commissioning & Resources

28

60.5

2.16

6.14

Housing

80

114.5

1.43

5.08

Public Health: Shared

7

0.5

0.01

0.38

Public Health: Local

10

0.5

0.01

1.38

Business Intelligence

10

0

0

0.7

Department Totals (Q2)

351

637

1.81

1.81

Totals (18/19)

351

1460.5

DMT

Comparator data

8.32

Bracknell Forest Council 17/18

All employees, average days
sickness absence per employee
7.03 days

Public Sector employers 2017

8.50 days

Source CIPD: Health & Wellbeing Survey May 2018

Comments:
327.5 days were attributable to Long Term Sickness. 8 members of staff were off on long term sick
during the quarter. 3 of these are still off sick, 2 within Mental Health and 1 in Housing
The figure excluding Long Term Sickness is 0.88 per employee for Quarter 2
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Annex A: Financial information
ADULT SOCIAL CARE HEALTH & HOUSING BUDGET MONITORING - AUGUST 2018
Original cash
budget

Director
Commissioning
Adult Social Care
Purchased Adult Social Care
Adult Community Team (ACT)
Community Team for Mental Health (CMHT)
Community Team for Mental Health Older Adults (CMHTOA)
Community Team for People with Learning Disabilities (CTPLD)
Directly provided Adult Social Care
Equipment
Intermediate Care
Community Network
Glenfield
Waymead
Breakthrough
Emergency Duty Service
Care Management and Operational
ACT
CMHT
CMHTOA
CTPLD
Connections Hub
Safeguarding
Chief Officer budgets

Early Help & Communities
Housing Strategy
Housing Options
Supporting People
Housing Benefits Administration
Housing Benefit Payments
Community Safety
Drugs and Alcohol Advice Team
Forestcare

Public Health
Public Health
Grant Funding
Business Intelligence

TOTAL ASCHH

Virements &
Current
Spend to date
budget c/fwds approved cash
%age
budget

£000

£000

£000

(326)
745

(274)
(85)

(600)
660

5,060
1,220
4,916
9,786

143
7
42
88

119
1,264
181
290
730
166
59

%

Department's Variance over / Movement this
projected
(under) spend
quarter
outturn

£000

£000

£000

221%
45%

(552)
638

48
(22)

(127)
31

5,203
1,227
4,958
9,874

56%
30%
40%
25%

5,860
1,151
4,857
10,124

657
(76)
(101)
250

85
14
69
134

40
(56)
1
3
7
2
14

159
1,208
182
293
737
168
73

111%
83%
31%
45%
39%
37%
990%

33
1,003
130
278
704
156
79

(126)
(205)
(52)
(15)
(33)
(12)
6

(9)
(217)
0
(2)
(17)
12
9

1,201
767
594
1,069
251
266
404
28,343

252
7
6
7
(71)
101
(231)
362

1,453
774
600
1,076
180
367
173
28,705

53%
45%
62%
46%
53%
24%
42%

1,406
826
690
1,061
187
326
263
29,134

(47)
52
90
(15)
7
(41)
90
429

(47)
(33)
(139)
(12)
(10)
(7)
165
(5)

560
418
559
415
(55)
216
0
18
2,131

9
(61)
66
3
0
1
2
11
31

569
357
625
418
(55)
217
2
29
2,162

27%
-13%
38%
-23%
421%
39%
10,025%
-409%

468
240
612
361
-259
214
2
158
1,796

(101)
(117)
(13)
(57)
(204)
(3)
0
129
(366)

(6)
(4)
(6)
(32)
(196)
(3)
0
56
(191)

3,965
(4,050)
173
88

3
0
281
284

3,968
(4,050)
454
372

21%
50%
42%

3,496
(4,050)
454
(100)

(472)
0
0
(472)

(514)
0
10
(504)

30,981

318

31,299

30,916

(383)

(796)

472

514

89

(282)

15,619

(122)

(533)

404
2,304
2,934
5,642

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Adjustment for Public Health ring-fence
TOTAL ASCHH EXCLUDING PUBLIC HEALTH
Memorandum item:
Devolved Staffing Budget
Non Cash Budgets
Capital Charges
IAS19 Adjustments
Recharges

15,741

404
2,304
2,934
5,642

0
0
0
0
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404
2,304
2,934
5,642

52%
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Capital Budget
Cost Centre Description

Budget

Expenditure Estimated
Carry
(Under) / Current Status
to Date
Outturn forward to Over Spend
2018/19
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000

HOUSING
Help to Buy

240.0

0.0

0.0

240.0

0.0
0.0

BFC My homebuy

166.4

-2.0

0.0

166.4

Downshire Homes

9,254.7

2,222.0

8,254.7

1,000.0

Edenfield - Stonewater Housing Development

233.0

0.0

233.0

0.0

0.0

Holly House

450.0

225.0

450.0

0.0

0.0

1,510.7

218.8

655.2

855.5

0.0

11,854.8

2,663.8

9,592.9

2,261.9

0.0

22.5%

80.9%

Disabled Facilities Grant
TOTAL HOUSING
Percentages

0.0 Eight properties purchased, 16 in progress

0.0%

ADULT SOCIAL CARE
Heathlands

500.0

44.0

200.0

300.0

0.0

Community capacity grant

455.8

11.4

50.0

405.8

0.0

IT replacement
TOTAL ADULT SOCIAL CARE

79.6

0.0

40.4

39.2

0.0

1,035.4

55.4

290.4

745.0

0.0

5.4%

28.0%

2,719.2

9,883.3

21.1%

76.7%

Percentages
TOTAL CAPITAL PROGRAMME
Percentages

12,890.2

0.0%
3,006.9
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0.0
0.0%
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Annex B: Annual indicators not reported this quarter
Council Plan indicators
Ind.
Ref.

Short Description

Quarter
due

NI155 Affordable Housing supply (Annually)

Q4

OF1e The number of adults with learning disabilities in paid employment as a % of
adults with learning disabilities who received a long-term service (Annual)

Q4
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